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ABSTRACT 

This study was designed to identify the similarities and 

differences among children who are experiencing difficulty in 

learning to read. A review of the literature showed that physical, 

psychological and sociological factors including language and 

teacher expectations may cause reading difficulty. The literature 

further suggests that there is a need to assess these factors in 

individual learners so that reading instruction can be designed 

for children to experience success in reading. 

The characteristics of fourteen low achieving first grade 

students were analyzed through data collected in a variety of ways. 

The data analysis included the similarities and differences within 

the group, the relationship of each of the 18 identified variables 

to the criterion variable, reading, and an individual profile with 

analysis for each student. This group of low achieving students 

was found to be most alike on IQ, personal-social behavior ratings 

of teachers, receptive language, reading achievement, orientation, 

and auditory comprehension ratings of teachers. They were less 

alike on locus of control, reading readiness, spoken language 

ratings of teachers, and expressive language. The group differed 

most in number of children in the home, number of errors on the 

language screening test, number of languages spoken in the home, 

conceptual tempo, socioeconomic status, number of employed parents, 

basic concepts, and auditory attention span for related syllables. 



The variables which correlated most highly with reading 

achievement were locus of control, number of languages spoken in 

the home, receptive language, and teacher ratings of spoken 

language and personal social behavior. A positive relationship to 

reading achievement was shown with locus of control, number of 

languages spoken in the home, reading readiness, language develop

ment, socioeconomic status, expressive language, and IQ. An 

inverse relationship was found with receptive language, spoken 

language, personal social behavior, auditory attention span, number 

of children in the home, auditory comprehension, number of employed 

parents, orientation, basic concepts, and conceptual tempo. The 

individual profiles compared the students' scores for each variable 

in the study with both the group and national mean. 

The study was limited to a small number of students in a 

suburban school. Other limitations were imposed by design which 

did not include factors such as classroom environment, type of 

reading program, or attitudes that are important in reading 

achi ev emen t . 

It has been recommended that the results of this study serve 

as a base for future research to include: (1) a diagnostic instruc

tional program; (2) a follow-up study with the same group of 

students; (3) exploration of new instruments to assess the same 

factors; (4) a study of factors not included in the present design; 

a.nd (5) a comparative study between urban and suburban school 

children. 
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CHAPTER I 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

One of the most important tasks for the elementary school 

child is learning to read. This task consists of a series of 

complex activities that begin early for most children and continue 

for many years. Many children learn to read smoothly and without 

observable effort while others experience frustration and failure. 

Educators recognize and research has shown that many factors 

influence the process of learning to read. Reading is one of the 

most complex and difficult tasks a person is called upon to perform 

in his lifetime because it is a language process, a psycholinguistic 

pTocess, and a physio1ogical process. TI1erefore, the development 

of a child's ability to read is dependent upon a wide range of · 

interacting processes and skills. 

Inasmuch as learning to read is a complex process, the 

teaching of reading must reflect this complexity. Each child is a 

unique entity and needs to develop her/his own capacity for learning 

to read. Specific factors related to individual. differences in 

learning must be the primary focus of teaching and assessing -reading 

performance for a child. This study identifies and describes 

specific factors that may influence the reading achievement of 

pupils 1d10 have been identified as lmv achievers. 

1 
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furpose of the ,_stud)'._ 

The primary purpose of this study was to: 

1. Review the literature to identify which factors inhibit 

some children from becoming competent readers. 

2. Assess the extent of these factors in a group of first 

grade students who had been identified as pupils with special educa

tional needs because of their inability to perform readiness level 

skills in reading at the beginning of first grade. 

3. Identify the characteristics which show similarities or 

differences within this group of fiTst grade students. 

4. Show the relationship of each of these factors t:o reading 

performance for this group of first grade students. 

5. Develop an individual profile for each child within this 

group. 

guestions of This Study 

TI1is study was concerned with the similarities and differences 

within a group of low performing students in reading as well as 

individual learner characteristics. The data collected for fourteen 

first grade pupils with special educational needs were analyzed in 

search of answers to the following questions: 

l. Which characteristics show a high degree of variability 

within the group? 

2. Which characteristics show a high degree of similarity 

within the group? 



3. What is the rcJationship between expressive language and 

reading performance for this group of students? 

4. What is the relationship between receptive language and 

reading performance for this group of students? 

5. What is the relationship between understanding of basic 

concepts that are esscmtial to school achievement and reading per

formance foT this gToup of students? 

6. What is the relationship between teacher perception of 

their performance and reading for this group of students? 

7. What is the relationship between locus of control and 

reading performance for this group of students? 

8. What is the relationship between conceptual tempo and 

reading performance £or this group of students? 

Need for This Study 

There is a need to find procedures and measures which will 

give a more precise assessment of the extent of various factors 

,vhich influence individual differences in reading achievement. 

3 

Teacher ratings of a student's school performance and assess

ment of her/his developmental stage are commonly used as a basis for 

grouping children in the first grade. In addition, standardized 

readiness instrwnents are often used to provide an objective assess

ment for clarifying the subjective data used, 'These methods are 

useful in identifying those children who will Sl1cceed OT fail in 

beginning reading. However, they te11 little about the character

istics or needs of the child who will experience difficulty. 
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The objective of this study was to identify factors reported 

in the literature that show a relationship to reading and to assess 

the extent to which these factors were present in a group of fourteen 

children who have been identified as pupils with special educational 

needs prior to first grade reading. Although it appears that this 

was a homogeneous group of students, they did have varied learner 

characteristics. Therefore it was important to look at them both as 

a group and as individuals with specific needs. 

Many research studies (Entwisle, 1971; Loban, 1963; Strickland, 

1969) consider one or a few characteristics and express the need to 

consider other characteristics that may influence the child's failure 

to learn to read. Research which describes the extent of these 

characteristics in individual low achieving children is lacking. 

There is a need to develop a more effective diagnostic pro

cedure which considers all of the physical, experiential, social, 

educational, behavioral, environmental, and psychological factors 

that are interacting within the individual child beginning the task 

of learning how to read. 

The,resul ts of this study will have instructional implications 

for this group of students as the similarities and differences of 

the group are identified and from the individual profiles of each 

child in this study. 

Further instructional implications can be derived from the 

identification and description of the specific factors that influence 

reading achievement. 



The results of this study will a]so have implications for the 

diagnostic assessment of children with reading problems. 

Definition of Terms 

Concept1!~1 _l~empo. TI1is is a term used by Jerome Kagan to 

refer to the learning style an individual uses in responding to a 

difficult task. A reflective learning style is displayed when a 

child is analytical and will delay a response until the:re is a 

consideration of alternatives. An impulsive le_arning style is 

displayed when an individual responds quickly without considering 

alternatives. Fast responses lead to more errors. 

Locus of ControJ.. This term refers to differences in the 

extent to which individuals believe that reinforcement is related to 

their own behavior. An internal person believes s/he can control 

one's own behavior. An external person believes that reinforcements 

are independent of their own behavior but rather the result of luck, 

fate, or dominant others. 
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PSEN. TI1is is a term used for identifying "Pupils with Special 

Educational Needs," in compliance Hith New York State requirements 

of Chapter 848: Long Range Planning and Chapter 241: District PSEN 

Plan. (See Appendix A) 

Limitations of t_he_Study 

The results of this study are limited in the following ways: 

1. TI1e population was limited to fou:rteen children in a 

predominately white lower middle class suburban school. 



2, Some measures to assess language development used in the 

study are in the experimental stage and have not been statistically 

validated. 

3. Any examination of individual differences must inevitably 

be incomplete. As more is learned about the topic, new questions 

emerge for further research. 

4. The study did not explore the various approaches used in 

first grade for teaching reading to this group of students. 

6 

5. This study did not consider the child 1 s attitude toward 

reading. 

Summary 

Reading is a complex task, and each child must develop the 

capacity to read. Specific factors affecting a child's performance 

in reading must be the focus of assessment. This study was proposed 

to identify and select measures for assessing individual differences 

in children as they relate to reading. 

A variety of measures were selected to become the foundation 

for the present study that describes the characteristics of a group 

of fourteen first grade students. 1110 data colJected were analyzed 

to identify similarities or differences runong these children, to 

describe the relationship of specific factors to reading, and to 

develop profiles for each individual child in this study. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW or THE LITERATURE 

Reading is a complex process consisting of a unique combination 

of many factOJ:s. This investigation of the literature was concerned 

with research which describes the causes of reading difficulty and 

research in the specific areas which cause reading difficulty. 

Research Which Describes the Caus~~~f Reading Difficult;r_ 

The question of 111hy some children experience great difficulty 

in learning to read has stimulated much research. Learning to read 

has been described by Entwisle (1971) as being dependent upon a whole 

series of complex learnings which include: social roles, oral 

communication skills, problem solving strategies, the nattJre of the 

environment as well as mean-ends relationships. Many models have 

been formulated to understand the complexity of behavior in a reading 

situation, but these models aim at the explication of reading as an 

activity carried on by a single person. They give little attention 

to the individual differences among a group of learners and tend to 

focus on those relationships which are believed to be common to all 

participants in the process. 

Reading must be evaluated as a total process, and reading 

difficulty may be viewed as being caused by a multiplicity of factors 

that are educational, sociological, or psychological in nature. AJl 

of these are highly inten-elatecl because, "The individual is a 

7 



physical organism, functioning in a social environment, in a psycho

logical manneT" (Abrams, 1964, p. 28) . 
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Robinson's (1946) earlier studies identified three specific 

causes of reading difficulty; severe emotional problems, personality, 

home and family. Time and further research hc1ve expanded this list 

to include: intelligence, language development, auditory and visual 

perception, emotional maturity, social maturity, behavioral attitudes, 

educational level of the family, and socioeconomic level. Although 

the latter two are beyond the control of the learner, they need to 

be identified in a diagnostic appraisal of the whole child (Robinson, 

1955). 

Cha11 1s 1975 report of the Co@nittee on Reading to the National 

Academy of Education emphatically decries the notion of any one cause 

or factor at the root of a reading problem as if it were the sole 

critical variable. The report declares that there are certain children 

who are not ready to learn to read at the onset of normal school 

entrance. A variety of factors needs to be considered in an effort 

to account for this such a.s below normal intelligence, slow matura

tion, lack of adequate preschool language experience, emotional 

blocks and lack of orientation to sci1ool life. 

Chall further states that some children have certain charac

teristics that make it rnoTe difficult for them to learn to read. 

She claims that although reseaTch studies in this area are meager, 

there is research which seems to indicate that the earlier children 

with reading difficulties are identified and treated, the better 

they are able to achieve, 'I11.eir problems stem pd.rnarily .from their 



individual characteristics, and there is a need for individual diag

nostic help if these children are to achieve on a level commensurate 

with their general mental ability. 

Many researchers (Bond and Dykstra, 1967; Monroe and Backus, 

1937; Robinson, 1955) view reading difficulty as the result of 

several contributing factors and conclude that the specific pupil 

characteristic most highly related to reading difficulty appears to 

vary from one study to the next. 
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Research has shown that a child's skill or disability in 

reading is the result of many factors and should be analyzed in light 

of as much data as can be assembled regarding home environment, child 

health, social and emotional adjustments, maturity, and intelligence 

(Shane, 1955). 

Language 

Research in the Specific Areas Which 

Cause Reading Difficulty 

Ruth Strickland (1969) describes the entire reading process 

as a process which involves language. She maintains that a. teacher 

needs to be a student of langua.ge from the following points of view: 

1. She needs to understand language as a human phenomenon 
and its power in the life of individuals. 

2. She needs to know as much as possible about how 
children learn language bef01:e they come to school, 
the methods they use and the competencies they develop. 

3. She needs to give careful attention to the language 
of each child she is responsible for teaching in 
order to learn what his language is like and what 
he can do with it. 



4. She needs to comprehend the many ways in which her 
own l,mguage of the reading materials she uses 
influence the teaching learning process. (p. 43) 
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She further elaborates on language as a human phenomenon 

through a description of the work done by Kornei Chukovsky who 

studied the language of Russian children from the ages of two to five 

over a period of forty years. He concluded that the child in this 

short stage of life is a linguistic genius as the basic principles 

of her/his native language a.re being mastered. 

A review of the process of language acquisition reveals that 

a typical child living with people who communicate by speaking can 

imitate and master this great feat without lessons, drills, or 

prograimned materials. By the time most children enter school, they 

have great facility ln using the language of their own environment 

(Chomsky, 1972; Lenneberg, 1966; Vygotsky, 1962). 

A child learns both the phonological, syntactical, and 

semantic systems of the language and is able to communicate using a 

variety of words and basic sentence patterns. There is understanding 

of many words in context and of complex sentences even though the 

child may not be able to speak them (Loban, 1963; Strickland, 1969). 

Studies of children's vocabulary indicate that the average 

child has at least 2500 words in a speaking vocabulary when entering 

the first grade and an understanding of vocabulary that may be ten 

times greater than the spoken language. It is difficult to accurately 

measure the breadth of a child's language in this age of mass 

communication. However, many parents are aware of the fact that 



their children I s acquisition of language is earlier than what: they 

had experienced (Strickland, 1969) . 

111e impact of language on the child is mul tiformed. It 
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provides information through many modes of presentation; body language, 

~ral speech, reading print, and visual literacy (Weaver and Kingston, 

1972). 

1110 ease or difficu1 ty that a child encounters in learning to 

conununicate through language both in and out of school forms a child's 

competencies and attitudes toward reading (Strickland, 1969). She 

concludes that language identifies three things about a child: 

l. 'D1e quality of his language mirrors the 1 anguage of 
home and the educational and cultural background 
of his parents. 

2. TI1e meagerness or richness of his Teal and vicarious 
experience. 

3. The ease with which he eJqn·esses himself indicates 
the wholesomeness of his attitude toward himself; 
self-respecting, confident, outgoing, or withdrawn, 
timid, repressed, fearful or belligerent, defensive, 
and rejecting. (p. 45) 

Children have learned "how to learn11 the definite stages or 

sequences of language development, independently and expeditiously 

prior to school entrance. However, learning to read the language 

cannot parallel learning to speak because reading is not the same 

as talking. Written language is not identical with one's own spoken 

language. Further, speech is a skill that the majority of children 

inherently desire because it is useful to them while reading is a 

skill required by the culture (Strickland, 1969). 

TI1e fact that reading is a language skill requii-ed by the 

culture may be a causal factor for reading difficulty. Downing (1971) 
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suggests that cognitive confusion and lack of an innate system for 

beginning reading is a basic characteristic of reading disability. 

He has found that childTen experience difficulty in learning to read 

because they have only a vague idea about how people read and lack 

undeTstanding for the purposes of written language. 

Anastasiow (1971) views the relationship of oral language 

and reading behavior as two critical phases. First, the child must 

discover the regularities of print and develop a decoding system 

consistent with this code. Second, the child I s previous ability to 

understand speech auditorily is critical to decoding })Tint, as s/he 

reconstructs the regularities of print with the regularities of 

stored auditory perceptions of the language. The child must be able 

to recognize the printed words as her/his own language. 

Heilman (1972) emphasizes that the lang,1age used in teaching 

childTen to read is also quite remote from their experience. He 

states that overdependence on instructional materials such as basals, 

strange alphabets, fat cats on mats and overemphasis on decoding or 

the study of words neglects the power of a rich language background 

that most children bring to school. 

Many researchers have stTessed the importance of oral language 

to reading. The extent to which a chilcl uses the language being 

read is basic to success. Children having a higher level of oral 

language performance will do better in reading achievement (Hildreth, 

1948; Robinson, 1955; Shuy, 1973; Strickland, 1962; Weaver and 

Kingston, 1972). 
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Mitchell (1972) mai.ntains that dialectal differences in 

language also need to be considered in learning to read. A child's 

first encounter 1<1i th :reading is not viewed as speech 1v:ri tten dovm. 

A child's experience has been with the ora1 mode of receiving 

information. 111e child whose dialect is fo:reig11 to the group is 

faced with the task of dealing with the dialects of classmates and 

teachers. If the child is from another country or a foreign language 

is spoken in the home, the child is further handicapped in learning 

to read (Monroe, Marion & Backus, 1937). 

Sociological Factors 

Many researchers have been concen1ed with the influence of 

home environment., social class, and pTior experiences to reading 

(Abrams, 1964; Entwisle, 1971; MacGinitie, 1969; Robinson_, 1946; 

Spache, 1976). Entwisle (1971) declares that evidence is accumu

lating which indicates that socioeconomic status is a crucial 

influence on reading performance. She goes on to say that the 

cluster of variables representing socioeconomic status is viewed 

as a filter or determiner of cognitive habits and style that 

regulates all the information processed within the developing human 

organism. 

Ven1on (1971) declares that one of the few facts connected 

with reading achievement of which there is little disagreement is 

that students from upper socioeconomic classes achieve highest, and 

that as the social classes decline, reading achievement scores 

parallel the decline. Eiscnberg 1 s (1966) study of reading achievement 
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illustrates this point of view where the lowest scores were found in 

the public schools of the metropolitan aTea and the highest scores 

in independent private schools. 

Vernon also describes the cultural differences between 

socioeconomic classes and their effect on children's linguistic 

ability which in turn is related to reading achievement. Even if 

oral speech developed spontaneously, a child's vocabulary and complex 

language patterns are learned by imitation of the adults with whom 

the child is in contact. 

Lower class parents employ a restrictive language consisting 

of mostly short simple sentences mainly in the active voice, with 

little elaboration of the language. Middle class parents use a 

more subtle and complex language so that the child becomes aware of 

a wide range of interpretations, meanings, and discriminations in 

speaking. A middle class language is also used in schools, therefore, 

a child within this socioeconomic class does not become confused 

between a mismatch of language and reading. The lower class child 

is more likely to feel linguistic. confusion and become entangled 

with a mismatch of her/his own language, the school environment, 

and reading. It may even threaten their basic values or ideas about 

the t·1orld (Entwisle, 1971; Le,vis, 1969; Mitchell, 1972; Vernon, 1971). 

Loban (1963) conducted a longitudinal research study of how 

children vary in ability with language and gain proficiency in using 

it. He concluded that the relationship between language proficiency 

and socioeconomic status should not be overlooked. Children reared 
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in families at the least favored socioeconomic positions receive 

restricted language experiences. Their early linguistic environment 

stressed only limited features of language potential, and this could 

be a disadvantage in schools where the verbal linguistic skills of 

the middle class prevail. TI1ese childTen may find themselves 

increasingly ill at case and self-conscious to the point of avoiding 

the oral perfo:rmance of language. This avoidance could, in turn, 

progressively affect their performance in the related activities of 

reading. 

Cazden (1968) raises a critical issue when he questions the 

settings and instruments used for assessing a working class child's 

language competence. "If a child typically responds with a restricted 

code in settings resembling those of school he may be severely handi

capped in learning to read even though he is potentially capable of 

code switching and using an elaborated code" (p. 601). 

Inadequate language experience, lack of ca.re and affection 

at home, overcrowded conditions, and excessive noise in poverty areas 

have been contributing factors to reading deficits as reported by 

Carroll and Chall (1975). The sociological environment can impose 

limitations for a child when he enters school if his background of 

experiences have been circumscribed. Everyone is continually 

experiencing something but if these experiences are limited in number, 

are constantly being repeated, and are unrelated to the school program, 

a child may come to school totally unprepared to deal with the school 

environment. This child may open books to find a strange world which 

lacks meaning or communication foT him. 
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Prior experiences are an important factor in the re~;earch 

related to reading achievement as Entwisle (1971) and others have 

cited. High scorers on the California Test of Mental Maturity were 

read to regularly, books \veTe more readily available, they were taken 

more places by their parents, and were encom'aged to participate in 

conversations at mealtimes; whereas low scorers were lacking in these 

experiences and were actively discouraged from engaging in family 

conversations at mealtimes. 

Society seems to have many areas of instability. TI1ere is a 

high incidence of broken homes and internal parental conflicts in 

cases of severe reading disability. Immigrant populations meet 

strange living conditions and introduce unfamiliar living conditions 

into an existing environment. Unhealthy or defensive attitudes 

often develop where individuals are unfamiliar with the prevailing 

culture or where cultural differences are viewed as culturally 

deprived. Entwisle (1971) suggests that layge differences also 

exist among the social and ethnic groups in terms of cognitive style, 

that is in such things as ,vhat is attended to, how pro bl ems are 

viewed and solved, as well as how the language is used. 

The lower class child learns to value immediate mate1'ial 

rewards and is less willing to delay gratification (Entwisle, 1971). 

She elaborates by stating that Tewarcls such as verbal reinforcement 

and positive social relationships towards adults may seem valueless 

to these children. No doubt they aTe also less willing to be grati

fied by the kinds of rewards that are attached to reading success. 
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Tangible rewards may persuade lower class children to reacl, whereas, 

a smile or verbal approval from the teacher may lack rnean:ing, 

Reading test performance and socioeconomic status have been 

shown to be highly related at all levels from first grade through 

college. 111e importa.nce of this high correlation is not in under

standing thc:tt these differences exist but rather in understanding 

what can be done to correct them (Farr, 1969). 

Psychological Processes 

There are four types of psychological processes that are 

involved in the act of reading. The defective functioning of any 

one of these areas may give rise to difficulty in reading (Vernon, 

1971). 

1. Visual perception of printed material is a basic and 

primary process. The child must be able to diseriminate simple 

shapes, patterns, and analyze the complex forms of words. A good 

visual memory is necessary £or success in reading. 

2. Auditory-linguistic perception and memory for speech 

sounds both as whole words and their phonemes are necessary but 

difficult processes for young children since they tend to apprehend 

phrases and words simultaneously. 

3. 111e intellectual processes involved are varied and not 

adequately defined. Conceptual reasoning is often viewed as being 

involved in understanding written language. That is to say that 

conceptualizing is essential in associating the visual and auditory 

aspects of the reading process. 



4. Motivational processes must be adequate in strength and 

direction. A child possessing the ability to perform the cognitive 

processes may fail unless there is suitable motivation to achieve. 

It has been conm1only found that correlations of reading 

achievement and verbal intelligence are higher than those with non

verbal tests (Vernon, 1971). Research has shown that intelligence 

assessed by I.Q. tests is not genetically predetermined or permanent 

but rather it is the result of the individual's interaction between 

his original mental abilities and the environment. For this reason 

an I.Q. test cannot assess a student's capacity or potential but 

merely describes the student's present mental performance (Spache, 

1976). 

Newson and Newson (1968) conducted a study of four-year-olds 

in an urban community and observed that conversations between mother 

and child played a vital part in furthering the child's intellectual 

development. Middle class mothers employed speech in controlling 

their children. The teclu1iques of explaining, persuading, and 

reasoning were used in an effort to formulate general principles of 

behavior. 

18 

Below normal intelligence should not be regarded as a casual 

factor of reading difficulty since educable and bordering ranges of 

intelligence can attain a minimal level of literacy and often go further 

than this (Carroll & Chall, 1975). Anderson, Hughes & Dixon (1957) noted 

that children of low intelligence learn to read at a later age. 

Those with an I.Q. of 130 or over usually learn to read at about 



six and a half, while those with a lower I.Q., bolow 100, usually 

learn to Tead about eight years old .. The Jess intelligent begin 

later and learn more slowly. 
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Witty m1d Kapel (1939) Teported that ninety percent of the 

students identified as poor readers in their study had I.Q.'s from 

80 to 110, Most of these pooT readers had sufficient mental ability 

to read satisfactorily when attainable goals were set up. 

The validity of personality measures for predicting reading 

improvement has been a thesis for many research studies. A student's 

attitude, and his concept of his own ability to perform, may well 

influence his/her reading performance (Farr, 1969). 

The opinions of authorities in the field and the findings of 

a few experimental studies are agreed that emotional and personality 

problems might be the cause of reading failure. Even though a child 

is willing to learn, he may be hampered by emotional irnmaturi ty, 

lack of confidence, and security (Robinson, 1946). 

A child I s feeling of control for her/his environment and of 

responsibility for one's own success or failure is especially 

important in reading (Entwisle, 1971). If the child has not 

internalized any expectation for herself/himself and can comply only 

with exten1al demands as they are necessary, then time is spent 

unproductively. Belmont (1964) and Phares (1968) both report that 

students learn more, perform better, and are rendered less anxious 

when aversive stimuli are under their own control or are predictable. 
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An internally oriented person manifests a higher degree of 

reading achievement (Allen, Giat & Cherney, 1974; Varanese, 1973). 

The research of Crandall (1963), recent research by Nowicki and Duke 

(1973), and Phares (1968) shmvs that internals persist longer than 

externals and display a greater need for achievement. 

It appears that socioeconomic factors also affect a student's 

locus of control. Coleman (1966) found that children from advant_aged 

groups assume that the environment will respond to their needs. 

Children from disadvantaged groups do not make the same assumption. 

In most cases, they assume that nothing they do can affect the 

environment. Hess and Shipman (1965) found that the more a mother 

feels externally controlled when her child is four years old, the 

more likely her child is to make a poor academic record upon entering 

school. 

Conceptual tempo has been widely accepted and studies have 

shown that this is an important new dimension of intellectual 

development (Hall and Russell, 1974). The conceptual style of a 

child is described in terms of whether objects or pictures are 

associated analytically or relationally. The analytic child has a 

tendency to delay her/his response more than a child ,vho associates 

by means of relational concepts. Kagan (1965) states that a child 

who is apt to respond quickly in difficult problem situations will 

more likely produce an incorrect response than the child who wi11 

reflect over several solutions and consider the accuracy of his 

response. 
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Kagan (1965) found that measures of conceptual tempo gathered 

in first grade were predictive of reading improvement one year later. 

In general, children classified as impulsive in the first grade had 

the highest error scores at the end of second grade. 

Teacher Expectation. 

Several researchers have addressed the topic of teacher 

expectations for children or a belief in their capacity £or reading 

as an influential factor to be considered in assessment. There are 

both positive and negative effects shown in the literature. 

Haring and Ridgway (1967) showed the positive dimension where 

they fow1d that teachers I ratings were more predictive of a child's 

potential learning disability than the results of some test batteries. 

Satz and Friel (1974) found that teacher ratings of reading ability 

revealed predictive classification for 497 kindergarten boys two years 

later that were equally good for both high and low risk children. 

Katz (1968) showed a negative dimension to this issue where 

he found that the hostile and defeating attitudes of teachers toward 

students in ghetto schools was a cause of low achievement among 

minority group children. 1110 children learned rapidly that they 

were expected to fail and they succeeded in achieving this expectation. 

Myklebust (1971) saw the widespread need in education for a 

more accurate system to screen and identify learning deficits. To 

secure data on the problem, a number of screening tests were 

administered simultaneously to the same population. Statistical 

comparisons Here ma<le ,vi th a pupil rating scale and otheT measures 
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of learning. Myklebust found that a teacher's early perception of 

learning disabilities may be more efficient and effectively used 

when the teacher is supplied with rating format on specific behaviors 

that are well defined. 

Summ~ry 

This review of the research literature in reading has shown 

that the causes of reading difficulty are from a multiplicity of 

factors. Some of these factors are language, sociological, psycho

logical, and teacher expectation. TI1ere is a need to assess the 

learning characteristics of each child and to deteTmine the ways in 

which each child can experience success in reading. 



CHAPTER III 

DESIGN OF 11-IE STUDY 

Purpose 

This study was concerned with identifying a variety of factors 

related to reading achievement and with finding the relationship of 

these factors in a group of fourteen low achieving first grade 

students. The characteristics of this group of students are described 

via data gathered on a number of variables related to reading. These 

data were aJialyzed to identify those characteristics which show 

similarities or differences within the group. A second part of the 

study relates these characteristics to a criterion variable, reading 

achievement, and a third part presents individual profiles of the 

fourteen students together with an analysis of individual performances. 

Methodology 

Population_ 

The population consisted of fourteen first grade students 

from two heterogeneously grouped self-contained classrooms in a 

middle income suburban school district. This group had been 

identified as PSEN students or "pupils with special educational 

needs." These children were identified as high-risk learners for 

any or all of the following reasons: they scored below the thirty

fifth percentile on the Metro,Eoli tan Reading Readiness Test at the 
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end of kindergarten; they scored in the bottom third of the students 

tested by the Early Primary Languag~_pevelopment Screening Instrument; 

or their kindergarten teacher perceived them as not ready for first 

grade reading. The children ranged in ages six years and five months 

to seven years and two months. 

Variables Included in the Study 

Thirty-eight scores were obtained for study based upon the 

review of literature reported in Chapter Two. The original list of 

scores was used for preliminary analyses to identify the variables 

included in the study. This list (see Appendix B) was subsequently 

reduced to eighteen by eliminating subtests and redundant scores. 

The remaining eighteen scores became the variables reported in this 

study. They are as follows: 

Reading Variables 

1. Reading readiness 

2. Reading achievement 

General .. Aptitude 

3. Knowledge of basic concepts 

4. I.Q. 

Language Variables 

5. Language development screening 

6. Receptive language 

7. Expressive language 

8. Auditory attention span 



Teacher Ratings of Personal Characteristics 

9. Spoken language 

10. Auditory comprehension 

11. Personal-Social behavior 

12. Orientation 

rsychological Variables 

13. Locus of control 

14. Conceptual tempo 

Socioeconomic Variables 

15. Number of employed parents living in the home 

16. Father's occupation 

17. Number of children living in the home 

18. Number of languages spoken in the home 

Instruments Used in the Study 

1. Metropolitan Readiness Tests, Form A. New York: 

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970. 
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This instrument is used to measure the extent of several skills 

and abilities a student has developed foT beginning first grade 

instruction. It is designed for testing at the end of kindergarten 

or the beginning of first grade. 

The subtests of this test are: 

Test 1: Word Meaning - this is a picture vocabulary test 

which measures the breadth of a child's verbal concepts. 

Test 2: Listening - this test measures a child's receptive 

knowledge of his world by presenting tho child with three pictures 



and an auditory statement about one of the pictures. The child 

indicates an understanding of the statement by marking one of tho 

pictures. 
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Test 3: Matching - this test con:elates ,vell with beginning 

reading. It assesses visual perception which is involved in dis-· 

criminating word forms that are necessary for beginning reading. 

Test 4: Alphabet - the ability to recognize letters is one 

predictor of success in the early stages of readi11g. A low score 

on this test indicates that a child may need special assistance in 

attending to the formal characteristics of words. 

Test 5: Numbers - this measure has repeatedly been shown to 

be the most powerful single predictive subtest of the earlier 

editions of Metropolitan Reading Readiness Tests. 

Test 6: Copying - this subtest measures a child's visual 

perception and motor control. Scores for this instrument are 

indicated by a raw score for each subtest, total readiness score, 

percentile rank, and a letter rating. 

2. Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Primary I, Form F. 

New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1970. 

This instrument is a standardized test designed to assess 

student achievement in various basic skills. This form includes 

the following subtests: 

Test 1: Word Knowledge - this part of the test measures a 

student's sight vocabulary or word recognition ability. 



Test 2: Word Analysis - this part of the test measures a 

student I s skill in sound symbol relationships. 

Test 3: Reading - this subtest is divided into two parts: 

part A measures a student's skill in sentence comprehension and 

part B measures the student's skill in paragraph comprehension. 

Raw scores for this instrument are converted into standard 

scores, percentile ranks, and grade equivalents. 
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3. Boehm Test of Basic Concepts. New York: The Psychological 

Corporation, 1971. 

The child's knowledge of individual concepts that are essential 

in the school environment is assessed by this instrument. Test 

results may be used to identify children 1vith deficiencies and who 

will need special attention. Test items were selected from relevant 

curriculum materials and represent concepts that are basic to under

standing directions and other oral communications from teachers at 

the preschool and primary level. 

4. Slosson Intelligence Test for Children and Adults, 

Richard Slosson, East Aurora, New York: 1963. 

This test is easy to administer as a substitute for the more 

lengthy individual I.Q. tests such as the Stanford Binet. It is 

highly verbal and contains a measurable range from preschool to 

adult mental ability. Many studies support its use with normal 

children rather than for childTen who differ in racial, socioeconomic, 

linguistic, or cultural backgrounds. 
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5. Early Primary Language Deve~ment Screening Program, 

Unpublished manuscript, Rochester, N. Y., Speech Department, Gates

Chili Central School District; 1975 (See Appendix C). 

This language screening instrument was designed by the Gates

Chili speech therapist to facilitate the identification of kinder

garten and first grade children with deficits in communication skills. 

This informal language screening battery consists of the following: 

Test 1: Receptive Vocabulary - measures a child's ability 

to identify spoken words. The purpose of this test is to gain an 

idea of the extent of the child's vocabulary. The child is asked 

to choose from three pictures the one which corresponds to the word 

spoken by the teacher. 

Test 2: Auditory Sequential Memory - measures the child's 

ability to focus attention on and retain auditory stimuli. The 

child is asked to choose from four pictures the one which corresponds 

to the words and phrases spoken by the teacher. 

Test 3: Sound Blending - measures a child's ability to blend 

a series of sounds into a meaningful pattern. The child is asked 

to choose from among four pictures the one which corresponds to the 

series of sounds spoken by the teacher. 

Test 4: Auditory Discrimination - measures a child's ability 

to note subtle differences among auditory stimuli. The child is 

asked to choose from among the pairs of pictures the pair which 

corresponds to the words spoken by the teacher. 



Scores on this instrument are recorded as a raw score for 

the number of errors on each subtest and a tot.a] number of errors 

on the entire screening test. 
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6. The Test of Cog_nitio~, Unpublished manuscript. Estelle 

L. Fryburg, Manhattan College, Bronx, New Y01:k: 1972 (See Appendix D). 

This instrument is an informal instrument designed to 

evaluate a child I s receptive and expressive language ability. There 

are four subtests in this instrument but only the third part, 

syntactic patterning, was chosen to be used for this study. In this 

subtest a child demonstrates his/her ability to receive a message 

and associate it with a. picture and also to express a message 

received by responding with the syntactically correct sentence. 

The raw score for this test is equivalent to the number of 

correct responses. 

7. "Auditory Attention Span for Related Syllables" of the 

Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude (Test 13) Indianapolis, Ind.: 

Bobbs-Merrill Co. Inc., 1958. 

A series of 43 sentences ranging from short to longer 

sequences or from five words of six syllables to twenty-two words 

with twenty-seven syllables. This test is a practical measure of 

a student's mental ability to attend to messages that are received. 

The Detroit Test Manual (1967) describes the sig1tificance of 

auditory attention: 

Both in and out of school auditory attention underlies 
the functioning of intelligence to such :m extent that weakness 
in it nwy constitute a major handicap. Learning :is dependent 



to a great extent upon listening for directions. Whenever 
it is not perfectly comprehended the attendant meanings 
and relationships are also missed. (p. 114) 

Disabilities. Helmer Myklebust, New York: Grune and Stratton, 

1971. 

This instrument was devised as a carefully defined and 

delineated measure for teachers to identify children who have. good 

rnenta.1 ability, good hearing and vision, adequate omotior .. al adjust

ment, and motor ability, but who do not achieve normally in school. 
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The ratings reflect success or failure in learning effective

ness rather than intellectual capacity in: spoken language, 

auditory comprehension, personal-social behavior, and orientation. 

9. Jbe Preschool and Primary Form of the. Nowic:Jci..;Strickland 

Locus of Control. S. Nowicki/M. Duke, Emory University, Georgia: 

1973 (See Appendix E). 

This instrument is designed to measure internality and 

externality in younger children. TheTe are 40 items presented in 

a cartoon type format. Each item asks a question for the student 

to respond with a yes and no depending on how the child feels about 

the situation. 

The score is the total number of items answered in an 

externally contro1led direction. A raw scoTe and letteT identifi

cation (E == externality, or I== internality) is assigned to each 

child. 



10. MatchingFamiliar Figures. Unpublished manuscript. 

Jerome Kagan, Hi.1rvard University, Boston, Mass.: 1964 (Sec 

Appendix F) . 
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This instrument was designed by Jerome Kagan to :identify 

conceptual tempo in children from grades one to four. There arc 

fourteen items in the test. For each i tern the child is shmm a 

standard picture and six similar ones. Only one of the six is 

identical to the standard. The subject selects the one that is 

identical to the standard while the examiner records the response 

time in seconds for each first selection. If the child makes an 

error the examiner points to the standard picture and repeats, 

"find a picture just like this one, 11 until a corTect response is 

made. 

11. Information on the following socioeconomic variables 

was obtained from school records (See Appendix G). 

a. Number of employed parents living in the home. 

b. Father's occupation. 

c. Number of children living in the home. 

d. Number of languages spoken in the home. 

The socioeconomic status of father's occupation was assessed 

using the Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale (Russ, 1961). This 

scale ranges from Oto 99 (See Appendix H). 

Data G:::.:._1:.!_1er.:i.ng Procedures 

The data for this study were gathered between March, 1977, 

and June, 1977, ac.cording to the following procedure: 



1. Information was collected from the students' permanent 

records which included: 
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A. Ten scores on the !!~ropoli tan Re,:'ld:i.ng Readiness 

Test which had been administered May, 1976, to this group of 

students at the end of their kindergarten year in school. These 

scores are the total raw score, word meaning, listening, matching, 

alphabet, nwnbers, copying, total percentile score, letter rating, 

and draw-a-man. 

B. Five values for the Early Primary Language 

Development Screening were recorded as the raw score for the number 

of errors made on: receptive language, auditory memory, sound 

blending, auditory discrimination, and total score. 

This screening instrument had been administered to each 

student during the Spring of 1976. 

C. Next, four socioeconomic variables were recorded 

which included the number of employed parents living in the home, 

father's occupation, number of children living in the home, and 

number of languages spoken in the home. Father's occupation was 

then given a numerical rating according to the socioeconomic index 

found in Russ (1961). 

2. The Boehm Test of Basic Concepts was administered to 

small groups at one sitting. This instrument added two scores to 

the study: a total raw score, and a percentile score based on low, 

middle, and high socioeconomic status. 
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3. The two classroom teachers were asked to rate their 

students on specific behavioral characteristics. A total raw score 

for each of the variables: spoken language, auditory comprehension, 

personal and social behavior, and orientation were added to the 

design from the Pupil Rating Scale: Screening for Learning 

Disabilities. 

4. The Preschool and Prima1--_y Form of the Nowicki-Strickland 

Locus of Control Scale was administered to each student in one 

setting. The researcher read each cartoon shown to the student 

being tested and recorded the yes or no response for the child. 

Children were asked to respond to what they believed to be true for 

themselves and were told that there was no correct response. The 

answers were keyed to a raw score for externality. Subsequently, 

each student was classified as 2 for externality, 1 for interna)i ty, 

or 3 for an equal number of external and internal responses. 

5. Kagan's Mat~hing Familiar Figures Test was used to 

provide a measure for conceptual tempo. This instrument was 

administered to each student who was shown a single figure and was 

asked to match this figure with one of the six similar figures on 

the adjacent page. The examiner recorded the time needed for the 

first response and the order in which the student matched the 

figures until the correct match was made. Four scores for this 

test were obtained initially; the number of correct responses on 

the first try, total number of errors, average length of time for 

the first response, and identification of 1 for impulsive and 2 for 

Teflective. 
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6. The receptive and expressive language sections of the 

:rest of Cognition, developed by Dr. Estelle Fryburg, were given 

individually to the students in this study, in one sitting. A raw 

score for each variable in this test became a part of the design. 

7. "Test 13, Auditory Attention Span for Related Syllables," 

of the Detroit Test of LeaTning Aptitude was given in one sitting 

with each student. This consisted of a series of 43 sentences 

ranging from five words of six syllables to 22 words with 27 syllables. 

The examiner said each sentence slowly and distinctly, and the 

student repeated the sentence while the examiner recorded the 

student's response. When the student failed three sentences in 

succession, the test was completed. Norms for this variable were 

recorded as mental ages which are pTovided in the scoring guide of 

the test. 

8, A measure of intelligence was derived from the Slosson 

Intelligence Test which was used as an individual screening tool 

for these children. This variable was recorded as the I.Q. score 

assessed by this instrument. 

9. Lastly, the Metropolitan Achievement Test Primary Form I 

was administered in their classrooms to the entire first grade 

class. A grade level score for word knowledge, ivord analysis, and 

total reading became the last three variables of this design. 

Statistical Analysis 

Each variable in the study ,11as assigned a code number 

(Appendix B) and a master chart was made for recording individual 



scores. Subsequently, a Hollerith card was key punched for each 

student using the information from the master chart. 
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The 1130 library program termed CORAL from the SUNY Brockport's 

Computing Center was used to find the similarities and differences 

among this group of low achieving students. Then, the ratio of 

standard deviation to the mean, SD/X, was calculated for each 

variable. 

A rule of thumb was established from precedents established 

in standardized testing. Standard deviations of tYPical tests tend 

to run from .15 (X= 100, S.D. = 15) of the mean on I.Q. tests to 

.20 (X = 500, S.D. = 100) on typical achievement tests such as the 

Scholastic Aptitude Test. Therefore, the following guidelines were 

used for the SD/M: 

.20 or below= very good degree of similarity 

.20 to .25 = good degree of similarity 

No attempt was made to establish what SD/M constitutes a 

reasonable difference. The remaining variables were classified as 

characteristics on which the group differed and were rank ordered 

from most variable to least variable. 

The findings for this group of low achieving students on 

each variable were compared to Telated normative <la ta where i ti was 

available. 

Each of the listed variables was related to the criterion 

variable, reading, using the Pearson's Product Moment correlational 

statistic. ~1 18 x 18 correlational matrix was calculated by the 



Computing Center Library program CORAL. An analysis of these 

findings was made to show those variables having a positive or 

inverse relationship to reading. 

Lastly, a profile for each student is presented to show the 

individual student's score in relationship to this group and to a 

normative population if available. 

Sw1_1.~ry 
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This study was designed to identify factors that are related 

to reading achievement and with finding the relationships of these 

factors in a group of 14 PSEN students. Eighteen variables and 

data_ gathering procedures were selected for study: reading readiness, 

reading achievement, basic concepts, I .Q., language development 

screening, receptive and expressive language, auditory attention 

span for related syllables, teacher ratings of spoken language, 

auditory comprehension, personal-social behavior, and orientation, 

locus of control, conceptual tempo, numbeT of employed parents 

living in the home, father's occupation, number of children living 

in the home, and number of languages spoken in the home. 

After the data were collected, statistical analyses weTe 

performed using the SUNY Brockport Computing Center's library 

programs. The analysis included the similarities and differences 

within the group, the relationship of each variable to the criterion 

variable reading, and an individual profile ,vith analysis for each 

student. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

The results of this study are presented in three sections. 

The first two sections consist of group data while the third section 

presents individual findings. The first section is a summary of 

findings on similarities and differences among this group of low 

achieving readers. In the second section, data on the relationship 

of a number of variables to the criterion variable, reading achieve

ment, are presented. The third section presents individual profile 

data with interpretation. 

A Summary of Similarities and Differences 

The results obtained from an investigation of two specific 

questions are presented in this section: (1) In what way are these 

low-achieving readers similar? and (2) In what way are they different? 

Whenever possible normative data are also provided so that the group 

as a whole can be compared to the population at large. 

In order to answer the two questions above; means, standard 

deviations, and the ratio of standard deviation to the means (SD/X) 

were calculated for each of the eighteen variables included in 

the study. These data are presented in Table 1. The determination 

of what constitutes similarities or differences is of necessity 

evaluative and was operationalized by the researcher. A rule 

of thumb was established from precedents established in 
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TABLE 1 

Means, Standard Deviations and SD/X Ratios 

for this group of Low Achieving Readers 

Characteristic 

IQ (S1osson) 

Personal Social Rating 

Receptive Language 

Reading Achievement 

Orientation Rating 

Auditory Comprehensive Rating 

Locus of Control 

Reading Readiness 

Spoken Language Rating 

Expressive Languge 

Auditory Attention Span 

Basic Concepts 

Employed Parents 

Socioeconomic Status 

Conceptual tempo (latency) 

Number of Languages in home 

Language screening (errors) 

Number of Children in home 

x 

111.429 

22.142 

14.357 

1.400 

9.429 

9.643 

13.643 

48.571 

12.000 

15. 071 

6.393 

80.429 

1.500 

38.929 

11.114 

1.357 

9.857 

4.143 

S.D. 

12.470 

2.476 

l. 737 

0 .184 

1.697 

1. 781 

2.977 

10.768 

2.689 

3.562 

1. 711 

22.356 

0.519 

14.467 

4.293 

0.633 

6.298 

4.222 

SD/X 

o. 112 

0.112 

0.121 

0.132 

0.180 

0.185 

0.218 

0.222 

0.224 

0.236 

0.268 

0.280 

0.346 

0.372 

0.386 

0.466 

0.639 

1. 019 
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standardized testing (see Chapter III). Using a rule of thumb that 

a value with a ratio SD/M of .20 or below indicated a very good 

degree of similarity and a ratio SD/M of .20 to .25 indicated a good 

degree of similarity, the following results were obtained. 

The 14 PSEN I s were most alike on the following variables in 

rank order: 

IQ as measured by the Slosson Intelligence Test. (0 .112) 

Personal social behavior as measured by teacher ratings 

on the Myklebust Pupil Rating Scale. (O .112) 

Rece12_!ive language as measured by the Fryburg Test of 

Cognition. (0 .121) 

Reading Achievement as measured by the Metropolitan 

Achievement Test. (0.132) 

Orientation as measured by teacher ratings on the Myklebust 

Pupil Rating Scale. (0.180) 

Auditory Comprehension as measured by teacher ratings on 

the Myklebust Pupil Rating Scale. (0 .185) 

The 14 PSEN's were less alike on the following variables but 

were.homogeneous enough to meet the second criteria of .20 to .25 

(SD/X). 

Locus of control as measured by the Nowicki--Strickland 

Pre School and Primary Form. (0.128) 

Reading readiness as measured by the Metropolitan Readiness 

test. (0. 222) 



~poken l an_guc:;_ge_ as measured by teacher ratings on the 

Myklebust Pupil Ratings Scale. (0.224) 

facpressi ve language as measured by the Fryburg Test of 

Cognition. (0.236) 

These 14 students were most different on the following 

variables in Tank order. 

Number of children in the home as obtained from permanent 

records. (1. 019) 
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Number of error:!___En tJie Language· Screening Test as measured 

by the Early Primary Language SCTeening Instrument. (0.639) 

Number of languages spoken·iri the home as obtained from 

school records. (0.466) 

Conceptual tempo (lat_~ncy) as measured by the Matching 

Familiar Figures Test. (0. 386) 

Socioeconomic status as determined by Duncan's Index of 

Father I s occupation. (O. 372) 

Number of employed pareTits as determined from school 

records. (0. 346) 

Basic concepts as measured by the Boehm Test of Basic 

Concepts. (0. 280) 

Audi to3::y A1:_!_ention ~)an as measured by subtest 13 of the 

Detroit Test of Learning Aptitude. (0. 268) 

The results of this analysis indicate that the students were 

most alike on IQ, personal-social behavior, receptive languG.ge, 

reading achievement, orientation, and auditory comprehension. They 
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were least alike on number of children in the home, number of errors 

in language screening, number of langtrnges spoken in the home and 

the latency dimension of conceptual tempo. Data on two of the 

variables, number of children in the home and number of languages 

spoken in the home, are probably misleading due to the skewed 

distribution of the former and the restricted range of the latter. 

Srn1:_~ary Statistics and _Norn!_ative Data 

In this section summary statistics and normative data provided 

on the variables in order of their presentation on Table 1. 

The following data are provided for those variables where a 

high degree of similarity was present. 

1. IQ 

Findings, this study Related data 1 

Range: 100 - 138 Range: 30 - 200 

Mean: 111.429 Mean: 100 

S.D.: 12.470 S.D.: 25 

The findings indicate the PSEN group is high average in IQ. 

It should be noted that the Slosson does tend to overestimate when 

compared with other individual IQ tests. 

------------

1 
From the manual of the Slosson Intelligence Test - National 

Norms. 
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2. Personal·- social Behavior 

Findings, this st~dy Related data 2 
-----

Range: 18-26 Range: 8 - 40 

Mean: 22.14 Mean: 26.31 

S.D.: 2.48 S.D.: 6.09 

These results indicate that the mean rating for the PSEN group 

is approximately four points below the mean of the normative group. 

This in all probability is an educationally significant difference. 

3. Receptive Language 

Findings, this study Related data 3 

Range: 10 - 17 Range: 0 - 20 

Mean: 14.36 Mean: 

S.D.: 1. 74 S.D.: 

The lack of standardized data makes it impossible to judge 

the performance of the group on this variable. 

4. Reading Achievement 

Findings, this study Related data 4 

Range: 1. 0 - 1. 7 Range: 1.0 - 3.9 

Mean: 1.40 Mean: 1. 9 

S. D.: 0.18 S .D.: N.A. 

The results indicated that the group as a whole is about 

one-half below grade level in reading achievement. 

2 From the manual, Myklebust Pupil Rating Seale norms. 

3No standardization data available at this time. 

4From tho manual, Metropolitan Achievement Test. 
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5. Orientation 

fi.::<lings, this study Related data s 
------

Range: s - 11 Range: 4 - 20 

Mean: 9 .43 Mean: 13.35 

S.D.: 1. 70 S.D.: 3.03 

The PSEN group as a whole is rated approximately four points 

below a normative group of 2176 boys. 

6. Auditory Con~prehensio22_. 

Findings, this study Related data 6 

Range: 7 - 12 Range: 4 - 20 

Mean: 9.64 Mean: 12.75 

S. D.: 1. 78 s. I).: 3.53 

The PSEN group scored about three points below the normative 

group on this variable when rated by their teacher. 

The following data are provided for those variables where a 

good degree of similarity was present. 

7. Locus of Control 

Findings, this study Related data 

Range: 9 - 19 Range: 

Mean: 13.64 Mean: 

S.D.: 2.98 S.D.: 

5rrom Pupil Rating Scale Manual (2176 boys). 

6 From Pupil Rating Scale Manual (2176 boys). 

0 

M 
F 

M 
F 

7 

- 26 

= 11. 45 
= 11.45 

= 2.81 
= 2.902 

7 From Manual, Nowicki StricklanJ Preschool and Primary Locus 
of Control, age norm 7.5. 
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These findings indicate that this PSEN group scored approxi

mately two points higher on the Preschool and Primary Form of Locus of 

Control than does the general population. Higher scores indicate 

feelings of external cm1trol. 

8. Reading Readiness 

Findings, this study 

Range: 29 - 63 

Mean: 48. 57 

S.D.: 10.77 

Related data8 

Range: 1 - 99 

Mean: 50 

S.D.: NA 

These findings indicated very little difference between the 

PSEN group and the population at large. 

9. Spoken Language 

Findings, this stud:y:_ Related data 9 

Range: 7 - 16 Range: 5 - 25 

Mean: 12.000 Mean: 15.89 

S.D.: 2. 69 S.D.: 3.80 

These findings show the PSEN group to be approximately six 

points below the normative group. 

8 From Manual, Metropolitan Reading Test. 

9 From Pupil Rating Scale, Manual 



10. l3xpressive La1~_ua_E,e 

Findings,. this_study 

Range: 7 - 19 

Mean: 15. 07 

S.D.: 3.56 

10 Related data 

Range: 0 - 20 

Mean: NA 

S.D.: NA 

The fol lowing data h'.m-:e obtained on the variables on which the 

individuals were most different. 

1. Number of children 

Findings, this study Related data 11 

Range: 1 - 18 Range: NA 

Mean: 4 .14 Mean: 2 (estimation) 

S.D.: 4.22 S.D.: NA 
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The statistics in this analysis are inflated by the existence 

of one family in the PSEN group with 18 children. 

2. Number of errors in language screening 

Findings, this study 

Range: 4 - 21 

Mean: 9.86 

S.D.: 6.30 

ION . d . bl ormatJ.ve ata not yet availa e. 

11Not available. 

12No norms available. 

12 Related data 

Range: 0 - 60 

Mean: NA 

S.D: NA 
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3. Number of lanflUaFes spoken in the home 

Findings_, this study_ Related data 13 

Range: 1 - 3 Range: NA 

Mean: 1.36 Mean: NA 

S.D.: . 63 S.D.: NA 

The actual distribution is ten families with one language, 

three families with two languages, and one family with three languages. 

Thus, a majority of families are uni lingual. 

4. Conceptual tempo (latency) 

Find_ings, this study Related data 14 
-----

Range: 6.8 - 22.4 Range: 1 -· d.--·~ 
Mean: 11.11 Mean: 8.51 

S.D.: 4.29 S.D.: 3.95 

The results indicate the PSEN group takes about two and one-half 

seconds more per initial response than the norm group of 85 boys. There 

is, however, a two grade-level difference. 

5. Socioeconomic status 

Findings, this · study Related data 15 

Range: 21 - 77 Range: 1 - 99 

Mean: 38.93 Mean: NA 

S.D.: 14.47 S.D.: Ni\ 

13Normative data not available. 

14 From manual, 85 white third grade boys. 

15 Not available. 



6. t/_1:_1mb~_f e1~_Jo1:_ed pare_nts 

7. Basic 

Findings, this study 

Range: 1 - 2 

.Mear1: 1. SO 

S.D.: .52 

Concepts 

Findings, this study 

Range: 20 - 99 

Mean: 80.429 

S.D.: 22.356 

16 Related data 

Range: 0 - 2 

Mean: NA 

S.D.: NA 

Related data17 

Range: 1 - 99 

Mean: 50 

S.D.: NA 

These results indicate the group as a. whole scored more than 

30 percentile points above a normative group. 

8. Auditory Attention Span 

Findings, this study Related data 18 

Range: 4.6 - 9.9 Range: 3 - 19 

Mean: 6.393 Mean: 

S.D.: 1. 711 S.D.: 

Other Findings 

Two psychological variables used in the study are locus of 

control and conceptual tempo. Using the classification procedures 

desCTibed in Chapter III the following data was obtained. 

16Normati ve data not available. 

17From the Boehm test of Basic Concepts Manual, 

18From the Detroit test of Learning Aptitude Manual. 
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Number of Externals: 10 

Number of Internals: 4 

Number of Reflective Children: 5 

Number of Impulsive Children: 9 

Relations~£ Each Continuous Variable to the 

Criterion Variable - Reading Achievement 

k1 18 x 18 correlational matrix was calculated using ~he 

college I s Computing Center Library Program CORAL. The results of this 

computation are included in Table 2. TI1ese results indicate a number 

of va1:'iables having high correlations with reading achievement, namely 

locus of control, number of languages spoken in the home, receptive 

language, and two of the Myklebust Scales. T1vo of these variables, 

locus of control and nwnber of languages spoken in the home, are 

statistically significant at the .05 level (.51 req. with 13 degrees 

of freedom). 

Tables 3 and 4 show this data categorized into lists which 

show positive and inverse relationships with the criterion variable 

respectively. 

It seems reasonable to state that the obtained coefficients 

4 ~· I 

are probably underestimating the true relationship. This circumstance 

would be due to a restricted range on the criterion variable, reading 

achievement, which varied only from a grade equivalent of 1. 0 to 1. 7. 



TABLE 2 

Pearson Product Moment Correlci.tions of All 

Variables with Reading Achievement 

Variable 

Locus of Control 

Number of Languages Spoken in home 

Receptive .Language 

Spoken Language 

Personal-Social Behavior 

Auditory Attention Span 

Number of Children in Home 

Auditory Comprehension 

Number of Employed Parents 

Reading Readiness 

Orientation 

Language Screening Errors 

Basic Concepts 

Socioeconomic Status 

Conceptual Tempo (latency) 

Expressive Language 

I .Q. -Intelligence 

* p < • 05 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.ss·/; 

-.46 

-.42 

-.40 

-.36 

-.34 

-.26 

-.24 

+.23 

-.22 

+.20 

-.18 

.16 

-.12 

. 04 

. 02 
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Table 3 

Variables Showing a Positive Relationship 

to the Criterion Variable 

Variable 

----------·------
Locus of Control 

Number of Languages Spoken in Home 

Reading Readiness 

Language ScTeening 

Socioeconomic Status 

Expressive Language 

I.Q.-Intelligence 

Table 4 

r 

.58 

.53 

• 23 

.20 

.16 

• 04 

.02 

Variables Showing an Inverse Relationship 

to the Criterion Variable 

Variable 

Receptive Language 

Spoken Language 

Personal-Social Behavior 

Auditory Attention Span 

Number of Children in Home 

Auditory Comprehension 

Number of Employed Parents 

Orientation 

Basic Concepts 

Conceptual Tempo (latency) 

r 

-.46 

-.42 

-.40 

-.36 

-.34 

-.26 

-.24 

-. 22 

-.18 

-.12 
-----------------------------·--·------
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The data were fuTthcr analyzed to find responses to the 

specific research questions stated in Chapter One. These questions 

and the results from the data are as follows: 

1. Nhat is the relationship of expressive language and reading 

performance'? 

T = -.46 

The correlation coefficient of -.46 indicates a moderately 

strong inverse relationship of expressive language to 

reading. Within this group, the higher one scores on 

expressive language, his reading achievement will be 

proportionately lower. 

2. What is the relationship of receptive language and reading 

performance? 

r == • 04 
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The coefficient of .04 indicates a purely random relationship. 

3. What is the relationship of Basic Concepts and reading performance? 

r = -.12 

The coefficient indicates a very low inverse relationship. 

4. What is the relationship between their teacher's perceptions of 

their capabilities and reading performance? 

Spoken Language r = -.42 

Auditory Comprehension r - -.26 

Personal-Social Behavior r = -.41 

Orientation r - -.22 



These coefficients all indicate an inverse relationship to 

reading achievement meaning the higher the teacher rates the 

student, the more likely the student is to get a proportion

ately lower reading performance score. 
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5, What is the relationship of locus of control and reading performance? 

r = • 58 

TI1is coefficient indicates a significantly high positive 

relationship with reading performance. Persons scoring 

high in the external direction tended to score high in 

reading achievement. 

6. What is the relationship of conceptual tempo (latency) and reading 

performance? 

r = .36 

This coefficient indicates a moderately strong positive 

relationship indicating that as one increases the time 

taken for initial response to a stimulus, he is likely 

to show a proportionate increase in reading achievement. 

7. What is the relationship of mental ability (IQ) and reading 

performance? 

r = .02 

TI1e coefficient of . 02 indicates no identifiable relationship 

between the two variables. 

8. What is the relationship of socioeconomic status and reading 

performance? 

r = - • 24 



This coefficient indicates a weak inverse relationship 

of SES to reading performance. 

Individual Profiles 

On the following pages, a graphic profile and verbal interpre-

tation is presented for each student in the study. This information 

communicates the child's score for each varia.ble in this study as it 

compares to this group's mean and the national mean where it is 

available. 
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The student identified as 001 scored slightly below this group 

mean or the national mean on the reading readiness measure. He 

continued to score below the national mean but above this group's mean 

on the reading achievement measure. 

The general aptitude measures indicate that his basic concepts 

score was the l01vest for this grnup. His I .Q. score of one hundred is 

equivalent to the national mean. 

He was among those making a high number of erTors on the 

Primary Language Development Screening T~st. Other language measures 

used in this study indicate that his receptive and expressive language 

scores are below the mean for this group. He demonstrated a mental 

age of five yea.rs in his auditory attention span for related syllables. 

This child's teacher rated his spoken language, auditory 

comprehension, personal-social behavior, and orientation lower than 

the mean for this group or national mean. 

He sees himself as an externally controlled person and displayed 

an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo measure used in this 

study. 

His father is the only employed parent. His occup-a.tion was 

rated at seventy-seven on the Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale (see 

Appendix H) for occupations. TI10re are only two children in this 

monolingual family. 
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The student identified as 002 scored slightly below this group 

mean or the national mean on the rending readiness measure. He 

continued to score below the national mean but above this group's mean 

on the reading achievement measure. 

The general aptitude measures indicate that his knowledge of 

basic concepts are midway between this group mean and national mean. 

His I. Q. scoTe of one hundred fourteen places him above both this 

group and the national mean. 

At the end of kinde:rgarten, he scored below the mean in number 

of erroTs on the Language Development Screening Test. His receptive 

language score was equivalent to the mean foT this group and expressive 

language was above the mean. He demonstrated a n1ental age of six years 

six months in auditory attention span for related syllables. 

This child's teacher rated him at the mean for this group in 

auditory comprehension and slightly above the mean in spoken language, 

personal social behavior, and orientation. However, each of these 

scores are below the national mean. 

He sees himself as being both externally and internally controlled 

and demonstrated a reflective learning style on the conceptual tempo 

measure used in this study. 

Both parents are working in this family. Father's occupation 

was rated twenty-one on the Socioeconomic Status R~.ting Scale (see 

Appendix H). There are two children in this bilingual family. 
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The student identified as 003 scored below this group mean 

and national mean on both the reading readiness and reading achieve

ment measures. 

The general aptitude measures indicate that his knowledge of 

basic concepts are above both this group mean and the national mean. 

His I.Q. score of 109 places him above the national mean but slightly 

below the mean for this group. 

He scored among those who made the fewest errors on the 

Primary Lan_guage Development Screentng Test. Both receptive and 

expressive language scores are slightly below the group mean. He 

demonstrated a mental age of five years in auditory attention span 

for related syllables. 

This child's teacher rated him at the bottom of this group 

in spoken language, auditory comprehension, personal-social behavior, 

and orientation. Each of these scores are below the national mean. 

He sees himself as being both internally and externally 

controlled and demonstrated a reflective learning style on the 

conceptual tempo measure used in this study. 

There is only one employed parent in his family. His father 

was rated twenty-five on the Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale 

(see Appendix H). There are six children in this monolingual home. 
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The student identified as 004 scored above this group mean 

and national mean on the reading readiness measure. She continued 

to score above this group's mean but below the national moan on the 

reading achievement measure. 
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The general aptitude measures indicate that her knowledge of 

basic concepts are above both the group mean and national mean. Her 

I.Q. score of one hundred twenty-six is among the highest scores in 

this group. 

At the end of kindergarten, she scored above the mean in 

number of errors on the La11guage Development Screening Test. Her 

recepbve language score is equivalent to the mean for this group 

and expressive language is lower than the group mean. She demon

strated a mental age of five years in her attention span for related 

syllables. 

This child's teacher rated her above the mean for this group 

but below the national mean in spoken language, auditory comprehension, 

and orientation. She was rated equivalent to the national mean in 

personal-social behavior. 

She sees herself as an externally controlled person and 

demonstrated an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo 

measure used in this study. 

There is only one employed parent in her family. Her 

father's occupation was rated forty-nine on the Socioeconomic Status 

Rating Scale (see Appendix H). There are three children in this 

monolingual family. 
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The student identified as 005 scored slightly below the 

group mee1n and national mean on the reading readiness measure. She 

continued to drop below both this group and national mean on the 

reading achievement measure. 

Both the Boehm Test of _Basic Concepts_ and the Slosson I .Q. 

test place her general aptitude scores equivalent to the national 

mean but lower than the mean for this group. 

At the end of kindergarten, she made few errors on the 

Primary Language Development Screening Test. Both her receptive 

and expressive language scores are slightly above the mean for 

G2 

this group. She demonstrated a mental age of four years, six months 

in audi tOTy attention span for related syllables. 

This child I s teacher rated her at the national mean in 

spoken language, but below this mean in auditory comprehension, 

personal-social behavior, and orientation. 

She sees herself as being internally controlled m1d demon

strated an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo measure 

used in this study. 

There is only one employed parent in her family. Her 

father's occupation was rated fifty on the Socioeconomic Status 

Rating Scale (see Appendix H). There are five children in this 

monolingual family. 
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The student identified as 006 scored above the mean for this 

group and the national mean on reading readiness. He continued to 

score below the national mean but slightly above this group's mean 

on the reading achievement measure. 
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The general aptitude measures indicate that his knowledge of 

basic concepts is higher than both the group and national mean. His 

I.Q. score of one hundred thirty-eight is the highest score achieved 

for this group. 

At the end of kindergarten he made few errors on the Language 

Development. Screening Test. His receptive and expressive language 

scores are among the highest for this group. He demonstrated a 

mental age of nine years and nine months on the auditory attention 

spa11 for related syllables. 

His teacher rated him among the highest for this group in 

spoken language, auditory comprehension, personal-social behavior, 

and orientation. However, each of these scores is below the 

national mean. 

He sees himself as an internally controlled child and demon

strated a reflective learning style on the conceptual tempo measure 

used in this study. 

There is only one employed parent in his family. His father's 

occupation was rated thirty-seven on the Socioeconom~c Status Rating 

Scale (see Append is H). There are four children in this monolingual 

family. 
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The student identified as 007 scored slightly below the mean 

for this group and the national mean on the readiness measure on the 

reading readiness measure. He continued to score below the national 

mean but above this group mean on the reading achievement measure. 

The genera] aptitude measures indicate his score on the Boehm 

Te~t of _1asic Concepts is higher than both this group and the national 

mean. His I.Q. score of one hundred is equivalent to the national 

mean but lower than the mean for this group, 

At the end of kindergarten he scored higher than the mean for 

this group on the nwnber of errors on the Primary Language Development 

Screening instrument but he achieved scores that were higher than the 

moan for this group in both receptive and expressive language measures 

used in this study. He demonstrated a mental age of seven years and 

six months in his auditory attention span for related syllables. 

This child's teacher rated him below this group mean anci' the 

national mean in spoken language, auditory comprehension, and personal

social behavior. He was rated slightly above the mean for this group 

in orientation. 

He sees himself as being an externally controlled person and 

demonstrated an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo 

measure used b1 this study. 

Both of his parents are employed. His father's occupation 

was rated twenty-three on the Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale 

(see Appendix H). There are two children in this bilingual family. 
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The student identified as 008 received the highest score for 

this group on both the reading readiness and the reading achievement 

measures. 

The general aptitude measures indicate that his knmvledge of 

basic concepts is above the mean both for this group and the national 

norm group. His I.Q. score of one hundred twenty-nine is among the 

highest for this group. 

At the end of kindergarten, he scored among the group with 

fewer errors on the Language Development Screening instrument. Other 

language measures in this study showed that his receptive language 

was above the group mean and his expressive language was equivalent 

to the mean for this group. He demonstrate<l a mental age of seven 

yeaTs three months in his auditory attention span for related 

syllables. 

This child 1 s teacher rated him below both the group mean and 

national mean in spoken language, auditory comprehension, and 

personal-social behavior. He was rated higher than the mean for this 

group but below the national mean in orientation. 

He sees himself as an externally controlled person and 

demonstrated a reflective learning style on the conceptual tempo 

measure used in this study. 

Both of his parents are employed and his father's occupation 

was rated forty-nine on the Socioeconomic Status Scale (see Appendix 

H). There are two children in this trilingual family. 
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The student identified as 009 scored below the mean for this 

group and the national mean on the reading readiness measure. He 

received one of the lm-wst scores on the reading achievement measure 

for this group. 

The general aptitude measures indicate that his knowledge of 

basic concepts is among the highest for this group. This child's 

I.Q. of one hundred five is above the national mean but below the 

mean for this group. 

At the end of kindergarten, he scored the least number of 

errors on the Primary I~~mguage Development Screening instrument. 

The receptive and expressive language measures show his scores are 

above the mean for this group. He demonstrated a mental age of 

nine years in his auditory attention span for related syllables. 

This child's teacher rated him above the mean for this group 

but below the national mean in spoken language, auditory compre~ 

hension, personal-social behavior, and orientation. 

He sees himself as an internally controlled child and 

demonstrated an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo 

measure used in this study. 

Both of his parents are employed and his father's occupation 

was rated forty-one of the Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale (see 

Appendix H). There are eighteen children in this monolingual family. 
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The student identified as 010 scored slightly below the 

mean for this group and the national mean on the reading -readiness 

measure. She continued to score below the national mean on the 

reading achievement measure but above the mean for this group. 

The general aptitude measures indicate that her knowledge of 

basic concepts is among the highest for this group and higher than 

the national mean. This child scored 107 on the Slos son I. Q. test. 
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She scored among those making fewer errors on the language 

development screening. Both receptive and expressive language scores 

are above the mean for this group. She demonstrated a mental age of 

five years three months in her auditory attention span for related 

syllables. 

This child's teacher rated her above the group mean but below 

the national mean in spoken language, auditory comprehension, 

personal-social behavior, and orientation. 

She sees herself as being externally controlled and displayed 

an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo measure used in 

this study. 

There is only one employed parent in her family. Her father's 

occupation was rated 29 on the Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale 

(see Apendix I--1). There are two children in this monolingual home. 
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The student identified as 011 scored above the mean both for 

this group and the national mean on the reading readiness measure. 

Jlowevcr, he dropped below the national mean on the reading achievement 

measure but scored equivalent to the mean for this group. 

The general. aptitude measures indicate that his knowledge of 

basic concepts is above both this group's mean and the national mean. 

The Slosson I. Q. test placed him slightly above the national mean ,vith 

a score of 102, 

At the end of kindergarten he scored slightly below the mean 

for this group in the number of errors made on the Primary Language 

Development Screening instrument. Other language measures used in 

this study placed him above the mean both in receptive and expressive 

language. He demonstrated a mental age of five in his auditory 

attention span for related syllables. 

This child's teacher rated him above the mean for this grpup 

but below the national mean in spoken language, auditory comprehension, 

personal-social behavior, and orientation. 

He sees himself as being internally controlled and displayed 

an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo measure used in 

this study. 

There is only one employed parent in his family. His father's 

occupation was rated thirty-nine on the Socioeconomic Status Rating 

Scale (see Appendix H). There are four children in this monolingual 

family. 
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The student identified as 012 scored sliglrtly below the mean 

for this group mid the national mean on the reading readiness measure. 

She scored at the twentieth percentile on the reading achievement 

measure at the encl of first grade which is below both this group mean 

and the national mean. 

'the general aptitude measures indicate that her knowledge of 

basic concepts is above both this group mean and national mean. An 

I.Q. score of 107 places her between the national mean and mean for 

this group. 

She scored the highest number of errors for any child in this 

study on the language development screening instTument. She continued 

to be lower than the mean for this group on the language measures used 

in this study for both receptive and expressive language. She 

demonstrated a mental age of four years six months in auditory 

attention span for related syllables. 

This child's teacher rated her below this group mean and the 

national mean in spoken language, auditory comprehension, and orienta

tion, but slightly above the mean for this group in personal-social 

behavior. 

She sees herself as being internally controlled and demon

strated an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo measure 

used in this study. 

Both parents are working in this family. Father's occupation 

was rated thirty-three on the Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale 

(see Appendix H). There arc two children in this bilingual home. 
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The student identified as OB scored he1ow the mean for this 

group and the national me;::m on the reading readiness measure. She 

achieved one of the lowest possible scores on the reading achievement 

measure at the end of first grade. 

The general aptitude measure indicates that her knowledge of 

basic concepts is below this group mean and the national mean. An 

I. Q. score of 122 places her among the highest in this group and 

above both this group and national mean. 

She scored slightly below the mean in number of errors on 

the language development screening. Other language measures used 

in this study show her receptive language above the mean for the 

group but expressive language among the lowest for this group. She 

demonstrated a mental age of eight years in her auditory attention 

span for related syllables. 

This child's teacher rated her below the.mean for this group 

and the national mean on spoken language and auditory comprehension, 

slightly above in personal-social behavior and equivalent to the 

mean for this group in orientation. 

She sees herself as being internally controlled and displayed 

an impulsive learning style on the conceptual tempo measure used in 

this study. 

Both parents are working in her family. Father's occupation 

was rated thirty-nine on the Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale 

(see Appendix H). There are tlffee children in this monolingual home. 
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The student jdontificd as 01.4 achieved one of the highest 

percentile scores for this group on the reading readiness measure. 

However, he scored at tho bottom of the group on the reading achieve

ment measure at the end of first grade. 

The general aptitude measures indicate that his knowledge of 

basic concepts measured among the highest for the group. An I. Q. 

score of 101 places him lo\\'er than the mean for this group. 

He scored among those making the highest number of errors on 

the language development screening. Other language measures used in 

this study show his performance in receptive and expressive language 

to be among the highest for this group. He demonstrated a mental 

age of six years in his auditory attention span for related syllables. 

This child's teacheT rated him above the mean for this group 

but below the national mean in spoken language, auditory comprehension, 

and orientation. He was rated equal to the mean for this group in 

personal-social behavior. 

This child sees himself as being externally controlled and 

diaplayed a reflective learning style on the conceptual tempo measure 

used in this study. 

Both parents work in this family. Father's occupation was 

rated thirty-three on the Sod oeconomic Status Radng Scale (see 

Appendix H). He is the only child in this monolingual family. 
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Surmn~rt 

The results of this study indicate that this group of fourteen 

PSEN students are most alike on I.Q., personal-social behavior ratings 

of teachers, receptive language, reading achievement, orientation and 

auditory comprehension ratings of teachers. They were less alike on 

locus of control, reading readiness, spoken language ratings of 

teachers, and expressive language. Variables on which the group 

differed most are number of children in the home, number of errors 

on the language screening test, number of languages spoken in the 

home, conceptual tempo, socioeconomic status, number of employed 

parents, basic concepts, and auditory attention span for related 

syllables. 

This study found locus of control, number of languages spoken 

in the home, receptive language, and teacher ratings of spoken 

language and personal-social behavior have high correlation with 

reading achievement. 

Those variables showing a positive relationship to reading 

achievement are locus of control, number of languages spoken in the 

home, reading readiness, language development, socioeconomic status, 

expressive langu::1ge, and I. Q. Variables which have an inverse 

relationship to rec1ding achievement are receptive language, spoken 

language, personal-social behavior, auditory attention span, number 

of children :in the home, auditory comprehension, number of employed 

parents, orientation, basic concepts, and concepttwl tempo. 

The individual profiles compare the student's score to both 

the group and n::1tional rncan for each v~ir:iable included in the study. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

purp_os~ 

This study was designed to investigate the literature on 

factors that inhibit some children from experiencing success in 

reading, to determine the existence of these identified factors for 

a small group of students, determine the similarities and differences 

within the group, analyze the relationship of identified factors to 

reading achievement, and to develop an individual profile for each 

child. 

Conclusions 

Based on a review of the literature the follo,ving factor.s were 

identified for study: reading readiness, reading achievement, 

knowledge of basic concepts, intelligence, language development, 

teacher expectation, locus of control, conceptual tempo, auditory 

attention span, and several socioeconomic factors that included 

socioeconomic status, number of employed parents, size of family, and 

language spoken in the home. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from an analysis of the 

data: 

1. 1~ese students were highly similar in intelligence, 

teacher ratings of personal-social behnvior., orientation, and 
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aU(lj terry comprehension, receptive language, and reading achievement. 

They were less alike but similar in locus of control, reading readi

ness, teacher ratings of spoken language, and expressive l,mguagc. 

This group was most unlike in number of children in the home, language 

development, number of languages spoken in the home, conceptual tempo, 

socioeconomic status, number of employed parents, knowledge of basic 

concepts, and auditory attention span. 

2. The mean for this group of students was higher than the 

national mean on intelligence, knowledge of basic concepts, more 

externals as indicated by the locus of control measure, and more 

impulsive learning styles as indicated by the conceptual tempo 

measure used in this study. The mean for this group was lower than 

the national mean on reading readiness, .reading achievement, teacher 

ratings on spoken language, auditory comprehension, personal-social 

behavior, and orientation. 

3. The following factors were shown to have a positive 

relationship to reading achievement: locus of control, number of 

languages spoken in the home, reading readiness, language screening, 

socioeconomic status, expressive language, and I.Q. Factors showing 

an inverse relationship to reading are: receptive language, teacher 

ratings of spoken Janguage, personal-social behavior, auditory 

comprehension, and orientation, number of children in the home, 

auditory attention span, number of employed parents, knowledge of 

basic toncepts, and conceptual tempo. 
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4. The individual profiles demonstrated the variability of 

learner characteristics for each child in relationship to a group of 

students and to a normative population where it was available. 

These profiles are offered as a diagnostic tool for use in planning 

and grouping for reading instruction. 

5. Although these students had been identified as PSEN 

students, this study indicated that these were intelligent students 

with the capacity for learning to read. The general aptitude of 

this group was above the usual range of low achieving students. 

6. Other characteristics of this group emerged from an 

overall observation of the data in this study which included: 

A. Teacher ratings of students 1 performances in spoken 

language, auditory comprehension, personal-social behavior, and 

orientation were low. 

B. More students in this group felt the need to comply 

with external demands for their behavior rather than possess internal 

controls for their own actions. 

C. The majority of the group displayed an impulsive 

learning style and were prone to making more errors. 

Limitations of the Study 

In reviewing this study, many elements of the design must be 

considered as restrictive factors. The population was confined to 

a small group of fourteen students in a whi t.e lmver middle class 

suburban school. 



The language development screening, receptive and expressive 

language measures have not been statistically validated as language 

measures. 
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These fourteen children were placed in two classrooms with 

teachers using different reading styles and approaches to beginning 

reading. These conditions, although a factor in the success or 

failure of learning to read, were not explored in the design of this 

study. 

Any .study that attempts to describe human traits or performance 

is of necessity limited to the particular variables chosen for 

examination. Therefore it is possible that other variables not under 

consideration are important to a complete analysis of the questions 

in this research design. 

A child's attitude toward a task is an important ingredient 

in the execution of any task and especially in reading. Although 

the researcher recognized the importance of attitude as a factor 

in reading success, it was profferred to further study. 

Recommendations for Further Research 

It is suggested that the present study be a pilot study for 

further research which would include a diagnostic instructional 

design based on the findings in this study. 

A replication of this study could be conducted at a ·future 

time to assess any variation of these characteristics within this 

group of individuals as a result of maturation. 



The design of this study could serve as a model for further 

study using the same factors aiid analysis but select different 

instrun1ents to measure the specific factors. 
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A review of the limitations of this study suggests the present 

design could be expanded for further research which would include 

either or both the teaching approach used for reading and the child's 

attitude toward reading. 

The study could be replicated and used as a comparative study 

between an inner city school and suburban school or between two 

suburban schools or two inner city schools. 

Summ~ry 

This study investigated the literature and identified reading 

reading readiness, reading achievement, knowledge of basic concepts, 

intelligence, language development, teacher expectation, locus 9£ 

control, conceptual tempo, auditory attention span, and selected 

socioeconomic factors for study. 

Conclusions were drawn from the data which include: the 

similarities and differences for this group, a comparison of the mean 

for this group with a national mean where it was available, the 

relationship of each factor to reading achievement, the individual 

profiles as diagnostic tools for reading instruction, the general 

aptitude of this group, and overall observations of specific charac

teristics within this group. 

The study is limited in the design because of size, instruments 

that were not validated, placement of students with different teachers, 
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the inexhaustiblo nature of studying human subjects, and the exclusion 

of attitude as a factor in the design. 

Several recommendations were made for further study using both 

the data and design of the present study. 
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APPENDIX A 

Reference Item_ 6 "District_ LongRrmge Plan. for PUJ)i ls wi thSped al 
Educational Needs" -·---------

The following information is supplied in compliance 1vith the 
current requirements of Chapter 848 - Long Range Planning - and 
Chapter 241 - District PSEN Plan. 
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It is the intent of the Gates Chili Central School District to 
spend monies allocated under the provisions of Chapter 241 to provide 
programs to meet the needs of identified PSEN pupils. 

6A - Method of Identifying Target Pupils 

Generally, results of standardized achievement tests in reading 
and math wi 11 be the prime source of data to be used in identification 
of PSEN pupils. The main exception is Grades K and 1. 

Since the identif:i.cation is required by early October so that 
the PSEN-1 report can be filed, no formal effort to classify PSEN 
pupils in kindergarten will be attempted. It is felt that adequate 
instrumentation for proper identification of four- and five-year olds 
virtually within days of their. entry is lacking. In addition, it is 
unclear what program implications could be drawn from such premature 
data collection. 

The district has, however, instituted a kindergarten screening 
program intended to develop a "watch list" of pupils who enter notably 
lacking in skills or already demonstrating behaviors suggesting latter 
school problems. This "watch list" will be developed and maintained 
tlu·oughout the kindergarten year and it will be used as an aid in the 
formal classification of PSEN pupils in first grade. 

Identification of PSEN pupils at the beginning of grade one will 
rely almost entirely on observations of kindergarten teachers. The 
"watch list" noted above and a district check list will help standardize 
the selection procedure, but it will still be primarily subjective. 
In cases that remain unclear, the Metropolitan Readiness Test may be 
used to collect additional data. 

In the remaining grades, 2-12, the results of the annual 
administration of a standardized achievement battery will be used. The 
Metropolitan Achievement Tests are used in grades one and two, the 
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills cover grades three through eight, and 
Stanford TASK is used in high school. At all tested grade levels, 
ptqJils who score in the bottom three stanines in reading, math, or 
both, will be preliminarily identified as PSEN. 
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Lists produced by these data will then be reviewed by building 
staffs to assure appropriate identific:ition. Individual pupils may be 
added or listed pupils deleted when corroborating evidence-·-Othertesting 
such as PEP, grades, general performance--indicates that the achievement 
test score is an inappropriate measurement. 

Final lists will be maintained in each building with a copy filed 
in the office of the Assistant Superintendent for Instruction. 

Each pupil :identified by the above procedure will continue to be 
considcTed PSEN until such time as it is determined that compensatory 
education of some sort is no longer required. This determination can 
be made on the basis 0£ the pupil I s academic performance or on test 
scores. Generally, a pupil who scores in the fourth stanine or within 
one-half year of grade level should be considered for removal from a 
PSEN list. In no case should a pupil who scores at grade level or in 
the fifth stanine continue to be identified PSEN. 

Building PSEN lists should be kept with running update and the 
district lists will be revised periodically. 

6B - Relationship of Compensatory Educat}-on Programs 

Compensatory education programs operate separately but are 
inter-related .. This is brought about, at least partly, by sources of 
funding. For example, only two of our seven elementary schools are 
approved as targets for ESEA Title I funds. 

Coordination of these inter-related programs is provided by the 
Assistant Superintendent for Instruction. In addition, placement and 
monitoring of individual pupils in the various programs available is 
done by a corrunittee of specialists referred to as "clinic" in each 
building. The clinic, composed of such persons as psychologists, 
speech therapists, reading consultants, and building principals, meet 
regularly to review individual pupil needs, develop prescriptions and 
assign programs. 

6C - Program Goals 

The major goal of the PSEN program in the Gates Chili Central 
Schools is to promote the development of the students into fully
functioning, literate adults--adults who can survjve in a world which 
continually requires a person to read, communicate and figure. 
Literate adults ,\l:i.ll be able to read and fi 11 out the variety of forms 
(IRS' W-2 Withholding statement and 1040, driver's license application, 
catalog order, book-of-the-month club, loan application, check writing, 
etc.) required to survive in a bureaucratic society. They will be able 
to read and follow directions (where and how to install an air con
ditioner, where and how to plant flowers, how to put up a swing set, 
how to bake and cook, etc.) They \d 11 be able to !e~d anc~...-1:!~1_:l~:I.:stanr~ 
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basic surviv81 tzpes of information (driver's training manual, traffic 
ci.tat:ion, terms of a lecJse, insurance contracts, care instruct:ions for 
neiv clothing, telephone book, TV schedule, roc1cl maps, etc.) 

Literate adults will also be able to function in the rn;1themati
cal world 1.;hich surrounds them. They will be able to double or halve 
thectuanti ties in a recipe, figure the square footage/yardcige needed 
for a floor covering, estimate the cost of a restaurant bill from the 
menu, figure sales tax on purchases, comparison shop, understand 
utiJi ty and tax statements, balance a checking account, figure mil es 
per gallon, estimate the cost of a trip, etc. 

This major goal of the Gates Chili School's PSEN program--the 
literate adult--is in keeping with the goals set by the New York 
State Education Department via the requirement that each student 
pass the Bas:ic Competency Tests in order to qualify for a high school 
diploma. The training to become a literate adult contained in the 
district's program is intended to enable the student to demonstrate 
the minimum competency levels set for these exams in the areas of 
reading and mathematics. 
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Variable No. 

X 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
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APPENDIX B 

Data Coding Key 

PSEN Study 

Columns 

1 - 3 

4 & 5 

6 & 7 

8 & 9 

10 & 11 

12 & 13 

14 & 15 

16 & 17 

18 & 19 

20 

21 

22 & 23 

24 & 25 

26 & 27 

28 & 29 

30 & 31 

32 

33 & 34 

Student Number 

Metropolitan Reading Readiness - Raw 
Score 

Part 1 - Word Meaning 

Part 2 - Listening 

Part 3 - Matching 

Part 4 - Alphabet 

Part 5 - Numbers 

Part 6 - Copying 

Total Percentile 

Letter Rating 

Draw a Man 

Receptive Language - Early Primary 
Language Development Screening 

Auditory Memory - Early Primary Language 
Development Screening 

Sound Blending - Early Primary Language 
Development Screening 

Auditory Discrimination - Early Primary 
Language Development Screening 

Total - Early Primary Language 
Development Screening 

Number of Employed Parents 

Socioeconomic index 



Variable No. 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

~55 

36 

37 

38 

Columns 

35 & 36 

37 

38 f1 39 

40 & 41 

42 & 43 

44 & 45 

46 & 47 

48 & 49 

50 & 51 

52 

53 & 54 

55 & 56 
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Number of children living in the home 

Number of languages spoken in the home 

Boelun Test of Basic Concepts - Raw Score 

Boelun Test of Basic Concepts - Percentile 

Myklebust Behavior Rating Scale -
Spoken Language 

Myklebust Behavior Rating Scale ·· 
Auditory Comprehension 

Myklebust Behavior Rating Scale -
Personal-Social Behavior 

Myklebust Behavior Rating Scale -
Orientation 

Locus of Control - Keyed to externality 

Locus of Control designation 2 = E, 
1 = I, 3 = E & I 

Matching Familiar Figures munber ·of 
correct responses on first try 

Matching Familiar Figures number of errors 

57, 58, 59 Matching Fanliliar Figures average length 
of time for first response 

60 

61 & 62 

63 & 64 

65 & 66 

67, 68, 69 

70 & 71 

72 & 73 

74 & 75 

Identification of 1 = impulsivity and 
2 = reflectivity 

Fryburg - Syntactic Screening -
Receptive Language 

Fryburg - Syntactic Screening -
Expressive Language 

Detroit, Auditory Attention Span - M.A. 

Slosson I.Q. Screening Test 

Metropolitan Achievement Word Knowledge 

Metropolitan Achievement Word Analysis 

Metropolitan AcMcvcment Reading 
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SECTION II 
APljEND IX C 

EARLY PRIMARY 

.L A N G U A G E D E V E L O P M E N T· 

SCREENING Tl!'ST 

-------,..,,..--------·--Name 

Date 

Test Behavior 

Attention Span 
Prone to Guessing 
Ability to Follow Directions 

TEST 1 Receptive Language 

TE3T 2 Auditory Memory Span 

TEST 3 Sound Blending 

TEST 4 Auditory Discrimination 

Subtotal. 

Expressi v-e skills check. list. 

Verbal Expression 

Sentence Complexity 

Content and Sequencing 

Subtotal 

Total Instrument 

School 

--Teacher 

yes no 
yes no 
yes no --
(25) 

(12) 

{10) 

(13) 

(60) 

(18) 

(6) 

(21) 

(45) 

(105) 
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Form A 

Materials: Crayon or :pencil; cardbo0.rd marker 

Direc tion.s : Form A 
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Say: OPEN YOUR )300KLE'l'S TO THE PAGE WITH THE SMILnm FACE A'.r '.l:HE TOP. 

(Hold up booklet opened to correct page. Check to be sure all 
children have found it. ) 

~It"em 1:: 

Say: PUI' YOUR MARKER UNDER THE ROW WITH THE SMILilrG FACE. THERE ARE 
THREE BOXl!:S • 

(Hold up booklet and point to each box) 

NOW PU11 YOUR FINGER ON 'r:F.-lE FIRST 1'30X. TIITS BOX HAS A DUCK AND A 
DOCK. . MOVE YOUR J?INGER TO THE (Ml'DDLE) SECOND BOX. THIS BOX 
IlA.S A DOCK AND A DOCK. NOW MOVE YOUR FllmER ·ro THE LAST BOX. THIS 
BOX HAS A DUCK AND A DUCK. 

Say: MARK THE BOX WHICH SHOWS A DUCK AND A DUCK. 

*Items maJ'- be repeated as often as necessary-. 

Say: WHICH BOX DID YOU MARK •. RIGHT, YOU SHOULD HAVE MARKED THE L.fillT 
BOX. (Hold up booklet and show box) THIS BOX SHOWS A DUCK AND 
A DUCK. 

Say: MOVE YOUR Mt\.RKER DOWN TO ·rr:HE ROW Wl:TH THE CHAIR. POD'T TO THE FIRST 
BOX - '!'I-ITS SHOWS A BOAT AND A BOAT. NOW POD.'fT 'EO THE NEXT BOX -
THIS HAS A BOAT AND A COAT. NOW POINT TO THE LAST BOX. THIS HAS 
A COAT AND A COAT. 

Say: MARK THE BOX WHICH HAS A BOAT AND A COAT o 

Review item with the group and be sure that everyone has marked the 
roidd le box. 

Proceed in a similar fashion for test item.~. 

· 1. Identify all pairs of pictures before naming pair to be tnarked. 

2. DO NOT CHECK ANSWERS ON '.rEST ITEMS. However, check periodically to 
be·sure children are working on correct item. 

3. Pairs to be marked nw.y- be repeated as often e.s necessary. 



Form A 

ROW SYMBOL 
page~-
lollipop 

flower 

ball 

(page 22) 
scissors 

boat 

frog 

pear 

kite 

(page 23) 
football 

cowboy hat 

leaf 

CUJ? 

born 

Auditory Discrimination, pg. 2 

PAIRS 

cat-cat 
cat-bat 
ba. t«ba t 

pen-pin 
pen-pen 
pin-pin 

comb-comb 
cone-cone 
cone-comb 

:pan-pen 
pen-pen 
pan-pan 

log-lock 
lock- lock. 
log--log 

clown-clown 
crown-crown 
clown-crown 

rock-rock. 
lock-lock. 
rock-lock. 

wash-wash 
watch-watch 
wash-watch 

vase-vase 
face-face 
vase-face 

mouth-mouth 
mouse-mouth 
m.ouse-1110use 

nut-nut 
knot-nut 
lrnot-knot 

cat-cat 
cap-cap 
cap-cat 

chip-ship 
ship-ship 
chtp-chip 

107 

IT1~M TO BE MARKED 

CAT - C.AT 

PIN - PIN 

CONE - COMB 

PEN - PEN 

LOCK - LOCK 

CLOWN •• CROWN 

ROCK - LOCK 

WASH - WASH 

FACE - J!"'ACE 

MOUSE - MOUTH 

KNOT - :NUT 

CAT - CAT 

SHIP - SHIP 



PACE 21 
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APPENDIX D 

Fryburg Test of Cognition 

Syntactic Screening 

Sample Pages 
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APPENDIX D 

III. Auditory and Visual Perception 

Syntactic Screenirrg_ 

SAY TO THE PUPIL: 

Receptive: I am going to tell you about some pictures I shall show you. 
----(Say a senteTlce for each picture on the demonstration page, e.g., 

The man has a ball, etc.) Point to the picture I tell you about. 
(Say one sentence at a time, as the child indicates which picture 
is being referred to). 

(Demonstrate all the receptive pictures first. The asterisk which 
follows one of the pairs of sentences should be elicited first from the 
child.) 
Store: 1 for each correct indication, 2 if both are correct. 
Expre-ssive: Now I shall tell you about some other pictures, and when I 

point to the picture, you will tell me what I told you about the 
picture. (Say each of the sentences. Then the sentence with the 
asterisk is elicited from the child fir-st. The examiner points to 
the picture, and the child teels about the picture.) 

§_core: 1 for each correct repetition, 2 if both sentences are correct. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

J.O. 

No errors. Errors include omissions, substitutions, additions, 
changes in words or in order of words, but not contractions, e.g., 
we're for we are. --

Rece.ptive fo,.l)ressive 

The truck is on the table. 1. The boy is drinking.* 
The truck is under the table.* The boy is not drinking. 

The girl is standing.* 2. The ball is behind the chair. -
The girl is not standing. The ball is under the chair. * 

The girl sees the boy. 3. The dog chases the cat. * 
The girl sees the boys.* ----- The cat chases the dog. 

The dog sees himself.* 4. The cat sees the bird. 
The dog sees the shelf. The cat sees the birds. ·k ------
The wagon hits the train. 5. The man washes himself.* ----The train hits the wagon. * The man washes the shelf. 

This is a mother bird.* 6. This is a baby elephant. ------This is Mother's bird. This is Baby's elephant.* -----
The boy walked. 7. The girl skipped. ·k ----
The boy walks.* The girl skips. 

Has John finished lunch?* 8. The book is on the shelf. --- -----John has finished lunch. Is the book on the shelf?* 

This is my coat. ·k 9. That is my ball.* ----- ----------
That is my coat. This is my ball. 

The mun shOl'/S the boy the 10. The mother brings the brother 
dog. the sister. t; 
The 

--- ShO\'/S dog the The mother brings the sister man the 
boy.* the brother. ---- --~-.._._,,_ _ _..........__ ______ ~--·------ -·~--------· --.----------
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APPENDIX E 

The Preschool and Primary Form of the 

Nowicki-Stridcland Locus of Control 
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APPENDIX F 

Matching Fruniliar Figures Test 

Sample Pages 
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APPENDIX F 

MATCHING FN.JILIAR FIGURES 

Name Date ------ -----
Grade Teacher 

·-
Time for 1st 
Response 

1. (block w/handle) A B C D E F 

2. (ruler) A B C D E F 

3. (house) A B C D E F 

4. (scissor) A B C D E F 

5. (telephone) A B C D E F 

6. (chair w. t. bear) A B C D E F 

7. (tree) A B C D E F 

8. (leaf) A B C D E F 

9. (cat) A B C D E F 

10. (coat) A B C D E F 

11. (rooster/giraffe) A B C D E F 

12. (lamp) A B C D E F 

13. (boat) A B C D E F 

14. (cowboy) A B C D E F 
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APPENDIX G 

Socioeconomic Record Sheet 
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APPENDIX G 

SOCIOECONOMIC RECORD SHEET 

Name: Teacher 

Address: Phone Number 

BiTthdate Age ___ years ____ months 

Father's name Mother's name 

Parent's occupation: Mother ---

Father 

Other members in family: 



APPENDIX H 

Socioeconomic Status Rating Scale 

(Reiss, 1961) 
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AJ)PENDIX B 

Tab/(1 fJ-1--..'io,fooconomie lnd,;x for Occupallons In lho Delai/,;;d C/assiflrn!iou ef th@ 
Bureau of I/to Census: 1950 

Socio... Tranrlorm Popu/atior, 
Oceur,atlcM, Ly Alaior ~onomie luNORC o.,d/9 

Occvp-0tiorr Grovp lndOJ< Scale Sca/6 Nole•• 

Profo,siono/, /cchnica/, and kindr~d workers 

Accom,tonf, and auditors 78 80 10 a 
Actor:1 ortd attres~e, 60 74 9 
Airplane pilols and novigalors 79 81 10 a 
Archilcctz 90 86 10 a 
Arthis cm,;1 orl teochen: 67 76 10 b 
Athkt,rn 52 7l 9 
Authors 76 80 10 a 
Chemists 79 81 10 a 
Chiroprcrclorl 75 79 10 
C!orgymen 52 71 9 a 
(!>liege presidents, profosson, 

nnd inslruc!ors (n. "· c.) 84 83 10 a 
Dancers oncl dancing leachnl'll 45 69 8 
Deenlisls 96 93 10 Cl 

DNigners 73 79 10 
Dielicii:in, and nufrillortistg 39 67 7 d 
Draftsmen 67 76 10 
Editors and reporters 82 82 10 a 
Engineers, lc<:hnical 85 83 10 C 

k.~ Afironoulicol 87 85 10 
Chemkal 90 87 10 
Civil 84 83 10 a 
EJ,..cfricol 84 83 10 
lndustricl 86 84 10 
Mechonicol 82 83 10 
,\.\e!ollurgicol, end mefallurghls 82 83 10 
Mining 85 83 10 
Not elsewhere classified 87 85 JO 

1:nterloiners (n. e. c.) 31 64 6 
Form• and home-rnanagement adviiors 83 83 10 b 
fore,ters and·canscrva!ionish 48 70 8 
Funeral d[re<:tors and embolmen 59 74 9 a 
lawyers and judges 93 89 10 a 
Librarian, 60 74 9 
Musician, and music f<K:!th(l;'l! 52 71 9 b 
Naturol scientists (n, "· c.) 80 81 10 b 
Nur.es, profossion,11 46 70 8 
Nurses, .tudent pmf essional 51 71 9 d 

• Seo and of l~bl~ fe,r exi,l<Mt>tlon of "Not .... " 
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Tcwle IJ-7--So,:io<lco"omk lndo,r for Occ11po!ions 1,1 thl!> D,,tailad C/.,ssiflc«tion of the 
Bureau of Hrn Cli'1.&us: 1950 (C,:,r.t'd.J 

O,x.,pa1ions, by MajM 
Occupation G1ovp 

Oplometrists 
Osleopoths 
Personnel and labor-relations workers 
Pharmacist, 
Photographers 
Phy$iciant and surgeons 
Radio operators 
Recreation and group workers 
Religiou• workers 
Sotiol and welfare workers, except group 
Social scientists 
Sports ins1ructors and officials 
SurYeyors 
Teachers (n. e. c.) 
Technicions, medical and dental 
Technicians, \esting 
Technicians (n. e. c.) 
Therapists and healers (n. e. c.) 
Veterinarians 
Professionol, technical, 

and kindred workers (n. e. c.) 

Farm,;rs and farm managers 

Farmers (owners and lenants) 
Farm manogeri 

Managors, offlcio/s, and proprietors, exc:. farm 

Socio .. 
•~omic 

lnde,: 

79 
96 
84 
82 
50 
92 
69 
67 
56 
64 
81 
64 
48 
72 
48 
53 
62 
5S 
78 

65 

14 
36 

Buye,rs crnd doportment heods, store 72 

Buyers ond thippers, form products 33 
Conductors, railroad 58 
Credi! men 74 
Fla<>rmen and floor managers, store 50 
Inspectors, public adminislrolion 63 

f&derol public administration and postal ser.ice 72 
State public administrolion 54 
local public odministrolian 56 

Monage,rs ond superintendents, building 32 
Officers, pilots, pursers, and engineer•, ship 54 
Officials and adminhtroton (n. e. c.), 

public adminhtration 66 
Federal public administration and postal H<rYice 84 
Stole public administration 66 
Local public administration 54 

Officiolr, lodgo, 10ciety, union, elc. 58 
Postmaster; 60 

Trantl.:,rrn 
to NORC 

Scole 

81 
93 
83 
82 
71 
89 
77 
76 
72 
75 
82 
75 
70 
78 
70 
72 
74 
73 
81 

75 

53 
66 

78 
65 
73 
79 
71 
75 
78 
72 
72 
65 
72 

76 
83 
76 
72 
73 
74 

Population 
Pecifo 
Scala 

10 
10 
10 
10 
9 

10 
10 
10 
9 
9 

10 
9 
8 

10 
8 
9 
9 
9 

10 

9 

3 
7 

10 
7 
9 

10 
9 
9 

10 
9 
9 
7 
9 

10 
10 
10 
9 
9 
9 

Nole$ 

a 

b 

a 

b 

a 

b 

a 

C 

C 

b 
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Table fJ-7.....Sado,,«momk /ncfox for Om1p0Nons In th& 011/ailcd. C/auiflcot/on of lhfll 
Bureau of the Census: 19SO (Cont'd.} 

Occupation,, l,y MoiOI' 
Occupatiorr Group 

l'urchcsing agents oncl buyors (n. 6. c.) 
Mcnogers, ofHcioli, and 

proprielcrs {n. e. c.)-sakiri<XI 
Consfrucfion 
Mcmufocturil'ig 
Tramportalion 
Telecomrnuni,c,lions, and utilities and 

.sanitary services 
\Vhalesale !rode 
Reloii !rode 

food• and dairy-products sloros, 
end milk rotoiling 

General morchcndise enc! flv&
cnd ten-cent stores 

Apparel and acce,sories stores 
Furniture, home furni,hings, 

end equipmenl stores 
Motor vehicle~ and ccces,ories retailing 
GasoHno sc,rvice stations 
Eating ond drinking pieces 
Hardware, form implement, 

and building material, retail 
Other re!oil trao.e 

Banking and oth(;f /lnanco 
Insurance and r<Wl estate 
Business services 
Automobile repair services one! garage>. 
.Miscellaneous repair seNices 
Personal services 
All other indus!ries (incl. not report,e,d) 

Managers, officials, and 
proprietors (n, e. c.)-sell-employed 

Construction 
J.\cnufocturing 
Transportation 
Telecommuniwtions and utilities and 

soni!my services 
Wholesale !rod& 
Retail !rode 

Food- and dairy-produc!s sloro,, 
and milk retoiling 

General merchandise and 
five-ond-ten-c.,nt slon,s 

Apporei and o.:rouori<>s stores 
Furniture, home, furnishings, 

ond equipment stor,,,i 

Soi:Jo.. Trontform · Pop.,fatioH 
o,conOffllC lo NOllC D•cil<> 

Jndox · Seo/• Sca/o 

77 

68 
60 
79 
71 

76 
70 
56 

50 

68 
69 

68 
65 
31 
39 

64 
59 
85 
84 
80 
47 
53 
50 
62 

48 
51 
61 
43 

M 
59 
43 

33 

47 
65 

59 

80 

77 
74 
81 
78 

80 
77 
72 

70 

77 
77 

77 
75 
65 
68 

75 
74 
84 
83 
81 
70 
71 
71 
74 

70 
71 
74 
69 

69 
74 
69 

65 

70 
75 

73 

10 

10 
9 

10 
10 

10 
10 
9 

8 

lO 
10 

10 
9 
7 
8 

9 
9 

10 
10 
10 
8 
9 
9 
9 

8 
9 
9 
8 

8 
9 
8 

7 

8 
9 

9 

No/or 

C 

C 

C: 

a 
a 

a,c: 
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Tobia £1-T-Sccioecooomlc Index for Occupalions in Ifie Dafaifocl Class/flees/ion (If lhe 
8ureau of the c~11£us: 1950 /Conl'd.) 

Sodo- Trontform Popvlafion 
Occvpalion:, by Major e-.:onomie fo NORC Dedf<> 

Occupation Group lnd•x Scale Seal<> Nofe• 

Motor vehicles and accessorira retailing 70 77 10 
Gasoline service stations 3:S 65 7 
Ealing and drinking places 37 67 7 b 
lfordwme, farm implement, end 

building mate,rial, retail 61 74 9 
Other ratail trade 49 70 6 

Banking and other finance 85 84 10 a 

Insurance and real estate 76 80 10 
llu•iness sar\'ices 67 76 10 
Automobile repair services and garages 36 66 7 
Miscellaneous repair services 34 65 7 
Personal services 41 68 8 
All other industries (incl. not repotted) 49 70 8 

Clerical and kindred workers 

Agents (n. a. c.) 68 77 10 
Al1endonts and assistants, library 44 69 8 d 
Atlendan!s, physician's and dentist's office 38 67 7 d 
Baggagemen, tronspartotion 25 61 6 
Sank tellers 52 71 9 
Bookkeepers 51 71 9 a 
Cashiers 44 69 8 
Colloctors, bill and account 39 68 8 
Dispatchers and starters, vehicle 40 68 8 
Express mesrnngcrs ond railway moil clerk$ 67 76 10 
N.ai!,carriers 53 71 9 a 
Messengers and office boys 28 63 6 
Office-machine operators 45 69 8 
Shipping and receiving clerks 22 60 6 
Stenographers, typists, and secretaries 61 74 9 
Telegraph 111essengers 22 59 6 
Telegraph operators 47 70 8 
Telephone operators 45 69 8 
Ticket, tlatian, and express ogcnts 60 74 9 
Clerical and kindred workers (n. o. c.) 44 69 8 

Sale$ Workers 

Adverli>ing agents and salesmen 66 76 10 
Auctioneers 40 68 8 
Oemonsfrafors 35 66 7 
Hucbfors and peddlers 8 46 2 
Insurance agents and brokers 66 76 10 a 

Newsboys 27 63 6 
Rcol-ostoto ogenls and brokers 62 74 9 
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Table B-!-Sodo«onomk Index for Ow,palions /n Iha Dotai/<;</ Clauillcat/011 of th0 

lluroau of ih1, Ccnsu~: l 950 (Ciml'd.J 

Occvpt;sfion~# by Ma j<lt 

o,eupqfion Group 

Stock and bond salesmort 
Salesmen and soles ci&rks (n, o. c.} 

Monvfocturing 
Whole~ale !rode 
Retail !rada 
Other industries (ind. not reporfod) 

Craftsmen, foremen, and kindred wo~ken 

Bakers 

Blacksmiths 
Boilermakers 
Bookbinders 
Brickmasons, stonemasons, and tile•sellers 
Cobinelmokers 
Carpenters 
Cement and concrete finisher; 
Compositors and typesetters 
Cronemen, derricl::men, and hoislmen 
Decoralors and window,dressers 
ElectricinM 

Socio4 Transform Population 
e<onomic: 11' NORC Decil~ 

Index Sea lo Scala 

73 79 10 
47 70 8 
65 75 9 
61 74 9 
39 67 7 
50 71 9 

22 
16 
33 
39 
27 
23 
19 
19 
52 
21 
40 
44 

Eledrolypers end stereotypers 55 

60 
55 
65 
67 
62 
60 
58 
58 
71 
59 
68 
69 
72 
70 
61 

70 
68 
71 
72 
74 
76 
68 
68 

6 
4 
7 
7 
6 
6 
5 
5. 
9 
5 
8 
8 
9 
8 
6 
8 

8 
9 
9 
9 

Engravers, except photoengravers 47 
_Excavating, grnding, and road-machinery operolors 24 
Foremen [n. e. c.) 49 

Conslruclion 

Manufoctvring 

Metal industries 

Machinery, including electrical 
Transportation equipment 
Other durable, goods 

Texliles, textile products, and apparel 

Other nondurable goods 

(ind. not specified mfg.) 

Railroads ond railway express service 

Tronspor!olion, except rnilrood 

Telecommunications, and utililie$ and 

sanitary ser~ices 

Other industries (incl. not reported) 

Forgemen and hommo,rmen 

Furriers 

Gla:riers 
Heal treaters, annealers, and temperer; 

lmpectors, scalers, and graden, log and lumber 

40 
53 
54 
60 
66 
41 

39 

53 
36 
45-

56 
44 

23 
39 
26 

22 
23 

72 
66 
69 

73 
69 
60 
67 
62 
60 
60 

10 
8 
8 

9 
7 
8 

9 
8 
6 
7 
6 
6 
6 

C. 

b 
a 

a 

a 

C 

C 
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Tablo ll-1--Sodo,,conomic Index for Oc,:ypcrlioru in the f)"fr,j/,,rJ C/rn~irtcatio11 of the 
Burr::0<1 of tl,e Cenws: 1950 (Cont'd.) 

Socio .. Trrm,frH'm l'<,pu/utiw, 
Occu(l<I1 ionr, by Afo ;.,,. &CO.-'lomic lo NORC Decile 

Occvpation Grovp lndox Seale Seu/., Not.,, 

lmpsdon (n. e. c,) 41 68 8 C 

Comtruc!ion 46 70 8 
lfoilroods crnd rnilwcry expre,s rnrvice 41 68 8 
Trcin,.port, ,:,xc. r.r., communication, and 

other p11bl.c ufil. 45 69 8 
Othar industries (incl. not reported} 38 67 7 

Jewelen, \'mlchmok,;;r,, golclsroiflu, nnr.1 zi!ven:milhs 36 66 7 
Job-seffers, meta{ 28 63 6 
Linemen ond serviccmon, telogrnph, k,laphono, 

and power 49 70 8 
locomotive engineen; 58 73 9 a 
lc,comofive firemen 45 69 8 
loom fixer- 10 49 2 
Mochini,ls 33 65 7 Cf 

/,',!)chonks rrncl rnpoirrnen 25 61 6 C 

Airplane 48 70 8 
Automobi!c 19 58 5 a 
Office machine 36 66 7 
Radio and fefevition 36 66 7 
Ro Hrood and car shop 23 60 6 
Not elsc,whero classified 27 62 6 

Millers, groin, flour, feed, efc, 19 58 5 
Millwrighls 31 65 7 
Molders, metol 12 51 2 
Motion-picture projectionists 43 69 8 
Oplicicrns, and fen, grinders and poli,hers 39 67 7 
Pointers, cons:tnJdion end mainfenonce 16 56 4 
Paperhongcn; 10 48 2 
Pattern- and model-makers, except paper 44 69 8 
Photoengraver$ and lithographers 64 75 9 
Piano and orgcrn tuners and repairmen 38 67 7 
Plmterers 25 61 6 
Plumbers end sfeom-liffsrs 34 66 7 a 
Preumeri encl plate printers, printing 49 70 8 
Rollers ond roll hand•, motel 22 60 6 
Roofers and slaters 15 54 4 
Shoentol:ers and repairers, except foc!ory 12 51 2 
StoHonory enginoers 47 70 8 
Slon,,.cutfers and ttonc-corven 25 61 6 
Structurol·m~tol workers 34 66 7 
Tailors and toilor,,i,os 23 60 6 
Tinsmiths, coppersmitlts, and sheet-metal workcu 33 65 7 
Toolmakers, and die-moken and setlert !iO 71 9 
Upholiterer1 22 60 6 
Craftsmen ond kindr<ed workers (n, <>, c.) 32 65 7 
Member. of the orm&d forcat 18 56 4 ct 
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fable !l-1--Sociooconom/c lnd,z,x for Occupol/01u In lh@ Dolailed Clauifkaticm ot the, 
Bure<w of tho C,uuus, 1950 {Conl'd.) 

S0d<1· 
O«upotion.r, hy Major economk 

Occupolior. Grm,p lndc1' 

Operaliv.,, cmd kindred workir.r: 

Appr<tnlicos 35 
Auto me<:hcmic; 25 
llrickloycrs and m<nons 32 
Carp.snters 31 
Electrician$ 37 
Machinists and toolmal:~ 41 
M~hanics, excep! auto 34 
Plumbers and pipe-nl!en 33 
Building lrccle, (n. e. c.) 29 
MePalworking trade~ (n. e. c.) 33 
Printing trodes 40 
Other specifiod lrode,i 31 
Trado not specified 39 

Asbestos a,1d ins.,lolion workers 32 
Allendonls, auto service and parking 19 
Illa.tors. and powdormen 11 
!>oolmen, canaiman, and lock-keopors 24 
Brakemen, railroad 42 
llus-driv<!<rs 24 
Choinmeri, rodrnen, and oxmo,n, surveying 25 
Conductor$, bu$ ancl street railway 30 
Deliverymen and routemcn 32 
Dressmakers cmd seamstresses, except factory 23 
D~n 12 
filers, grinders, and polishers, metal 22 
fruit·, nut, and vegetable grodi;rs 

and packers, exc. factory 10 
Furnacemen, snrn ltermen, and paurers 18 
Healers, m<1!ol 29 
Laundry and dry-deaning op,irntivel 15 
Mcol-cul!ors, except sloughter and pocking house 29 
H,illiners 46 
Mino oporotive, and lobornrs (n, o. c.) 10 

Cool mining 2 
Crude petm!eum encl no!urol gcis oxtraelion 38 
Mining and quarrying, except fuel 12 

Motormen, mino, foctory, lagging c;:,mp, etc. 3 
Motormen, stre<it, subway, and d5voterd railway 34 
Oilers and greaser~. except auto 15 
Painters, oxcupl con,truction and mointei'lonce 18 
Photographic-process workers 42 
Power-stolion op<:rolors 50 
Soilon and deck honds 16 
Sawyers 5 
Spinners, lexlili:, 5 

Tronsfotm 
to NORC 

Stolo 

66 
61 
65 
64 
67 
68 
66 
65 
63 
65 
68 
64 
67 
65 
58 
50 
61 
69 
61 
61 
64 
65 
60 
51 
59 

48 
57 
64 
54 
63 
70 
49 
25 
67 
51 
28 
65 
54 
51 
68 
71 
55 
39 
39 

Pcr,vfcrfion
Dedl-0-
Scale 

7 
6 
7 
6 
7 
!l 
7 
7 
6 
7 
8 
6 
7 
7 
5 
2 
6 
B 
6 
6 
6 
7 
6 
2 
6 

2 
4 
6 
4 
6 
8 

2 
l 
7 
2 
1 
7 
4 
5 
8 
9 
4 
1 
1 
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C 

a 

b 

d 
C 

a 

a 
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I 
l fablr, fl-1-S,x:iooconomic Index for OecupaHons ill the D0t11iled Clani/kailcm of tho 

'/ Burr,au of the Cc,uui: 1950 (Ccmt'd.J 

' I 1 Socio• Transform PopulaHoff 

\ OccupoHon,, by Major «-Onomic to NORC O&cil& 

' OccupoHon Group lndM Sea!<> Sco,le Noles 

l ... StoHonory firemen 17 56 4 \ ., Switchmen, railroad 44 69 8 • 1 
Toidcab-driv .. rs and chauffeurs 10 49 2 Cl 1 

i 1ruck- and lractor-drivors 15 5-1 4 a 
Weow,rt, textile 6 42 1 
Welders and llame-cul!en 24 61 6 

Operatives and kindred workers (n, e. c.) .18.- 57 4 C 

Monufocluring 17 56 4 a,c 
Durobl<> good$ 

Sawmills, planing mills, and misc. 
wood products 7 M 2 C 

Sawmills, planing mills, und mill work 7 44 2 
Miscellaneous wood products 9 46 2 

Furniluro and fixiures 9 48 2 
Slone, day, cind glass products 17 56 4 c; 

Glass and gloss products 23 60 6 
Cement; and concrete, gypsum, 

ond plaster products 10 48 2 
Structural cloy products 10 48 2 
Pottery and related produclt 21 59 5 
Misc, nonmetallic mineral and 

stone products 15 54 4 
Melo! industries 16 55 4 C 

Primary metal industries 15 54 4 C 

Blast furnaces, steel works, and 
rolling mill;; 17 56 4 

Other primary iron c,i,cl steel indtnlrie, 12 51 2 
Primary nonferrous industries 15 54 4 

Fabricated metal ind. (incl. not spec. metal) 16 55 4 C 

Fabricated steel producls 16 55 4 
Fabricated no11ferrous metal product;: 15 54 4 
Not specified metal industrie• 14 53 3 d 

Machinery, except c,ll'lclrical 22 60 6 C 

Agricultural machinery and tractors 21 59 5 
Offic" and store mochines and devices 31 64 6 
Miscellonc.ous machinery 22 59 6 

Electricol machinery, equipment, and supplies 26 62 6 
Transpor!a1ion equipment 23 60 6 

Motor .,..,hides ond motor vehicle equipment 21 59 5 
Aircroft and parts 34 65 7 
Ship and boot building and repairing 16 55 4 
Railroad and misc. transportation equipment 23 60 6 

Professional and photographic equipment 
and watchru 29 63 6 C 
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j 
Tobfo, B·l-Sociooconomi. Ind&;,: for Occupolions in 1/ir;, Di,lctifod Cla~sillcalion ol fhG 

.!lvre<11.r of Iha C"n~ua: 1950 (Cont'd.) .. 

l Sodo. Tronsform Popvlatfcn 
.1 Occup<ition,, by IA<ii<>r economic io NOP.C Dodi~ 

1 Occupolion Gro1._1p lnclo;: Sculo Scafe No~• 

l .. 
l'ro/es;ional .,.qvipmenl and svpplici 23 60 6 

. 'J Phologruphk equipment cmd suppli~"S 40 68 8 .,., 
Watch,;s, clocks, and I 

•• 1 clockwork-operalocl devices 28 63 6 ! Miscelloneoui manufacturing ind1.11tritlltl 16 55 4 
I Nondurable goods 

Food and kindred products 16 5! 4 C 

Meal products 16 55 4 
Dairy pre.duds 22 59 6 
Canning and prnserving frulls, VGgelcibles, 

and sea foods 9 47 2 
i Grain-mill prod1.•cts 14 53 4 

Bakery prod11c!s 15 54 4 
Confectionery and re!alecl producl5 12 51 2 

. \ 
Beverog<> indu,lries 19 58 5 
Misc. food preparations 

end kindred products 11 50 2 
Not specified food indu5lri0s 19 57 5 

Tobac(o manufactures 2 26 1 
Textile mill products 6 42 1 C 

Knitting mills 21 59 5 
Dyeing and finishing textiles, 

.. i o,xc. knit good, 8 45 2 
Carpets, rugs, end other floor coverings 14 53 4 
Yarn, thread, and fabric mills 2 26 1 
Miscellaneous textile mill products 10 49 2 

Apparel and a!her fabricated textile products 21 59 6 C 

Apparel and accessories 22 60 6 
Miscellaneous fabricaled textile products 17 56 4 

Paper and allied products 19 51 5 C 

Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills 19 58 5 
Paperboard conlainers and boxes 17 56 4 
Miscellcrne-ous paper and pulp p,oduds 19 58 5 

Printing, publishing, and alliod industri!Oi 31 64 6 
Chemicals and allied product. 20 59 5 C 

Synthetic fibers 9 47 2 
Drugs and m.,dicinos 26 62 6 
roints, varn i,h,u, and related products 15 54 4 
Miscellaneous chornicals and allied products 23 60 6 

PelrolGum end coal products 51 71 9 C 

Petroleum refining 56 72 9 
Miscol!oneous petroleum and cool produds 14 .53 3 

l.lu b her prn<fods 22 60 6 
\ealher oncl iealhor products 16 55 4 C 

Leal her: tann.,d, curried, and finished 10 49 2 
footw.,ar, exccpl rubber 9 47 2 
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Table S..J-S,)d(;ffonomk Index for Ocevpctioni fa the D11taifod Cfo;zi/lcatfon of lhe 
llurnau of Nie Cenw,: 19.50 (Cont'd.} 

Sudo- Trarnform /'opv/e,lion 
Ocw/Wrlfonr, L,y M<ri°" ftt\."lnor,;lc to NORC f>ocil~ 

Oc:.cupalion Group Index S<:al• Sen/@ Notru 

Loc,ther producls, except fc,otwear 14 53 3 
Not tpecifiecl mc1nufoclurin9 inclu,triti, 16 55 " Nonmcmufociuring induslriet (ind. nor rcporied) 18 57 4 C 

Conifruciion 18 t.7 5 
Railroads and railway expreu service 15 54 4 
Transportation, except railroad 23 60 6 
Telecommunirnfions, and utilities cmd 

sanitury s<crvkes 21 59 5 
\Vholesole and retail trade 17 56 4 
Business and repair services 19 57 5 
l'erionol services 11 50 2 
Public aclministrolion 17 56 4 
All other industries (incl. not reported) 20 59 5 

Privote-hovseliolc/ workers: 

Housekeepert, privcle hou!ehold 19 S8 5 C 

Living in 10 49 2 d 
living out 21 59 5 

laundresse$, privll1e household 12 51 2 d 
Living in d 
Living out 12 51 2 d 

Private-household workers (n, e. c.) 7 44 2 C 

Living in 12 51 2 
Living out 6 42 1 

Sttrvic;e worh,r., om:ept private household 

Attendants, hospilal and other imlitution 13 52 2 
Attendants, profe,.sional and personal service 

(n. e. c.) 26 62 6 
Attendants, recreation and amusement 19 58 5 
Barbers, beauticians, and manicurists 17 56 4 a 
!!art enders 19 58 5 a 
Boarding- and lodging-house keepers 30 64 6 
Bootblacks 8 46 2 a 
CharwC1men ond cleon<!rs 10 48 2 
Cooks, except priv,:,te household 15 54 4 a 
Counter and fountain workers 17 56 4 a 
Elevalor operators 10 48 2 
Firemen, fire protection 37 67 7 
Guards, watcluntJn, and doorkeepers 18 57 5 a 
Hou,ekeepen and stewards, 

except pl'ivate household 31 65 7 
Janitors and sextons 9 47 2 a 

Marshals and comtoblas 21 59 6 
Midwives 37 67 7 d 
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Tablo B-7--Soeioetonomit /11dox for Ocr1.1pal!or1t in 
lJur<iau of the Census: 1950 /Cont'd.) 

Socio .. 
Oceupati'ons, L)., MaiC!! 1:eonomfr; 

Occupation Group lndo,r 

l'olic<>tflen and deh,div.,,. 39 
C-.ovcrnmenf 40 
Privoto 36 

Portera 4 
Prnclical nurs<>• 22 
ShNifh cmd bailiffs 34 
U,hers, recrer.,lir>n and amusement 25 
Waiter1 rmd waitre1ses 16 
Wotcl,man (crossing) and bridge-fenders 17 
Ser,ic,) workon, excepl pri,ale hocseholcl {n. e. c.) 11 

Form lubarers and fcromon 

farm fortim,rn 20 
Form laborerz, wage workers 6 
Form laborers, unpaid fomily workers 17 
Farm-service labor(crs, self-employed 22 
Laborers, except farm and mine 

Fishormon and oyslerm"n 10 
Gornga laborers, and car-washers and greasers 8 
Garder.en, except form, and groundskeepers 11 
longshoremem ,md stevodorn§ 11 
lumbermon, rol!smen, and wood-choppers 4 
Teamster$ 8 

laboreu (n. e. e.} 

Man.uftlcturing 8 
Durobl" goods 

Sawmill,, planing mills, ond 
misc. wood products 3 

Sawmill•, planing mills, ond mill work 3 
Miscellaneous wood pl'oduds 2 

Furniture and fixlures 5 
Slone, clay, and glass products 7 

Glass and glass producls 14 
Cement; and concrete, gypsum, and 

pla,fer prod. 5 
Slructurnl clay products 5 
Pottery and related products 7 
Mioc. nonmetallic mineral and slone. products 5 

Metal industries 7 
Primary metal industries 7 

Blasl furnaces, steel wor~, 
and rolling mills 9 

Other primary iron and steel induslri<lls 4 

Primary nonferrous industries 6 
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tho Detailed C/assiflculic:n of /he 

r,orufc;rrn />opu/otion 
faNORC D0cile 

Sea/., Sca/G Noto, 

68 8 C 

68 8 a 
66 7 
36 1 
59 6 
66 7 
61 6 
55 4 a 

56 4 
50 2 

59 5 
42 1 b 
56 4 
60 6 

49 2 b 
46 2 
50 2 
50 2 b 
36 l b 
46 2 

45 2 C 

33 1 e 
34 1 
23 1 
40 1 
43 2 C 

53 3 

39 
39 1 
44 2 
38 1 
44 2 C 

44 2 C 

46 2 
37 
42 
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Table 8-l-Socioi>conomic incle>e for Ocrvpcrfiosu ln the Detailed Clouif:cation of the 
Il1ue-au ,;,f tl,a C<>n•Ya: 1950 (CMt'd) 

Socio- 1randorm Populotio,1 
Oc:cu~rtior,s, by Maior ¢>-CCr,om ic lo NORC Decile 

OcCUp!.tfion Group lndox· Scale Scole Nole: 

fabricated metal ind. (incl. no! spec. metal) 7 44 2 C 

Fobricoled steel producls 7 44 2 
Fabricated nonferrous m<>lol products 10 49 2 
Not specified metal induslries 9 46 2 d 

Mod,in,ary, except electrical 11 so 2 C 

Agricultural ii,ochin<>ry and tractor$ 14 53 3 
Office and ~fore machin<!S and devices 17 56 4 d 
Miscellcmeou, machinery 10 48 2 

Electrical machinery, equipment, ond supplies 14 53 3 
Transpor1otion equipment 11 49 2 C 

Motor vehicles; and motor vehicle equipment 13 52 2 
Aircraft end pans 15 54 4 
Ship and boot building and rcpeiring 2 28 1 
Railroad and misc. lron,porlotion equipment B 45 2 

Professional orid photographic equipment, 
ond walches 11 50 2 

Professional equipment and supplies 10 49 2 d 
Pho!ogrophic equipment and supplies l6 55 4 d 
V/aid,es, docks, ond 

clod:worl:-operafed devices d 
Mhce!!oneous manufacturing industrie£ 12 so 2 

Nondurable goods 
food ond kindred producis 9 47 2 C 

Meal products 8 45 2 
Dairy products 13 52 2 
Canning and preserving fruits, veget., 

and sea foods 6 42 
Groin-mill producls 6 42 
Bakery producls 10 48 2 
Confectionery and related products 10 48 2 
Beverage incluslries 16 55 4 
Misc. food preparations and kindred products 5 40 
Not specified food indoslries 14 53 3 

Tobacco manufactures 0 20 1 
Textile mill products 3 33 l C 

Knitting rnills 4 36 1 d 
Dyeing and finishing textil<:s, 

exc. knit good, 9 46 2 d 
Carpels, rtJgs ond other floor coverings u 53 3 
Yorn, thread, and fabric mills 1 22 1 
Miscc,llon.-cus textile-mill products 6 41 1 d 

Apparel end other fobriccled textile procluch 9 47 2 C 

Apparel end ccceuorios 11 49 2 
Miscellaneous fabricated fe,:tile prod!lc!s 6 42 d 

Poper end allied products 7 43 2 C 

Pvlp, paper, end paperboard mills 6 41 
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Tablo B-1.....Socio<Konomit Index for Ocwpe;,/i<;;ns in rho Oelaifod Clcts.ifica/ion of tho 
JJuroa11 of the Cem1Ji: 1950 (Co111'd.J 

Socia- Tranfform Populo1ion 
Or:cupolions,, by A,fojor economic lo NORC Decil• 

Occupcrflon Grovp lnd.x Sco/o Scalr, 

Paperboard containers cmd bo;,:a, 10 48 2 
Misccl!cmcau, papor and pulp produch 6 45 2 

Printing, publishing, and allied indusfrie,s 23 60 6 
Chemical, and allied product, 8 4-5 2 C 

Synthetic fibers 4 37 1 
Drug, and mo,dicino, 22 60 6 d 
Paints, varnishes, and related products 8 46 2 
Miscellaneous chemknf, and allied procluc!s 8 45 2 

Petroleum and cool products 22 60 6 C 

Petroleum refining 26 62 6 
Miscellcme<>us petroleum and coal products 3 28 1 

Rubber products 12 51 2 
leo!hor and leather produds 6 43 1 C: 

leather: tanned, curried, and finished 2 28 1 
Footwear, except rubber 10 49 2 
Leallmr products, except foo!weor 12 51 2 d 

Nat specified rnanufocluring industries 8 45 2 
Nonmcnufocturing industries (incl. not reported) 7 44 2 b, C 

Construction 7 43 2 
Railroads ond rcrilway express service 3 34 1 
Transporlaiion, exc.,pt roilroacl 9 47 2 
Telecommunications, and utilities and 

sanitary services 6 43 1 
'Wholescle and reloil lrode 12 51 2 
Busine55 and repair services 9 47 2 
Personal services 5 39 1 
Public adrninisfrotion 7 43 2 
All other industries (incl. not reported) 6 41 1 

Occupation not reported 19 57 5 

E:,p/anotion of Note,, 

a. One of 45 oc.cu~tlons us.ed in deriving sodoetonomic indtix from predictors of NORC prestige roting~ 
b. On& of 16 occupations poorly or partio lly matched fo NORC: titloi .. 
c. Occupation omitted from statistical cmaly5i:s of 425 detuilcd occupation,, becaute ft i, a grouping 

of specific tiflss lilted bolow if. 
d .. Occupaiiori omitted from stoti!:ticol analysis of 425 dtttoiled occupations, becou.to cttns.ui data ore

based on fowo-r th-cm 100 ,ompl~ carni. {cMrtuponding to on o~timote-d populoJion of fowfjr than 3,000 
males}. 

u~ Oc~upotion omiltOO from .ttotisticol orrofysis. Tho caris-1.rn da,il do not par!oin to current tn&nlb,rn 
of the armed fores,, but to currently unornplQy"Jd civilionz who~ fost occupaliooal exf:n!!rionOil was in 
the Ql'm~d forc<n. 1'he, data for thfs occuptJtion do nol, th..;rnforo, doscribo- .soldicrl, sailors, and ro ... 
lated occ-upationr .. 

f, Tho computo-d 't"olu& of ths $Odooconomic fndex for thl1 ot:cupcrHon was -3. 'fo ovoid the. inconvttc,,. 
lenct, of having one ind&:iii. volu@ with o negative lign, this i!'ld~x wo1 arbitrarily chons,od to zeto, which. 
remains tho lowc-:d valuo in th& fablia. 




